PROGRAMME IN DETAIL
University of South Australia, City West Campus, Hawke Building, North Terrace, Adelaide
Wednesday 26 June 2019
08:30 –
10.00

10:00 –
10:15

REGISTRATION & TEA/COFFEE
(Level 5 Foyer)
OPENING CEREMONY
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)
Master of Ceremonies - Dr Jonathan Crichton, University of South Australia
Welcome to Country - Jack Buckskin, proud Kaurna and Narungga man
Welcome - Nicholas Proctor, Chair: Mental Health Nursing, University of South Australia

10:15 –
11:15

PLENARY LECTURE 1
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)
Professor Srikant Sarangi, Aalborg University (DENMARK)
‘Will you marry me’? The contingencies of communication and ethics in healthcare practice and research

11:15 –
11:30

MORNING TEA/COFFEE
(Level 5 Foyer)
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Programme in Detail
______________________________________________________________________________
Bradley Forum (Level 5)
11:30 –
12:00

H6-12 (Level 6)

PANEL 2

Bella Ross

Lucinda Roper and Nancy Sturman

How we talk when we talk about
pain

The role of communication in
determining health care safety,
quality and equity for Indigenous
Australians

Intercultural communication in
social work placements for
international students: Placement
educators’ perceptions of
communication skills and training
needs

‘We all have friends like that’:
Australian patients’ tactics to
accommodate Dr Google shame

Neda Akbari and Robyn WoodwardKron

Ming-Yu Tseng and Grace Zhang

The language of pain and its
consequences for pain experience:
An experimental investigation

Emma Karran
‘Words matter’ in the clinical
management of low back pain

Anne Lowell (PANEL CONVENER)
Intercultural communication in
Indigenous health care – an
overview
Galathi Dhurrkay
A Yolŋu (Aboriginal) perspective on
intercultural communication in
health care

12:35 –
13:30
13:30 –
14:00

H6-09 (Level 6)

PANEL 1

Valeria Bellan (PANEL CONVENER)

12:05 –
12:35

H6-03 (Level 6)

Doctor perspectives and
experiences of doctor-patient
communication in a post-Soviet
setting

Perceptions of and attitudes toward
elastic language in online health
information written in Chinese

LUNCH
(Level 5 Foyer)
PANEL 1 CONTINUED

PANEL 2 CONTINUED

Tim Cocks

Deborah Hersh

Neil Millar and Brian Budgell

Peter J. Schulz and Suzanne Eggins

Pain, language and metaphor at the
clinical coalface

GPs’ perceptions of communication
with Aboriginal Australian patients
with acquired neurogenic
communication disorders

Understanding why authors use
hype in clinical research articles

‘I found this on the internet’:
Towards a critical framework for
consumer–doctor interactions in
the era of Dr Google
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Programme in Detail
______________________________________________________________________________
Bradley Forum (Level 5)
14:05 –
14:35

PANEL 2 CONTINUED

Peter Roger and Jae-Hyun Kim

The linguist as consultant and
collaborator: Applying linguistics to
improve communication practices
in health care

Ben Grimes

Assessment of communication
disorders in bilingual speakers in
Australia: Refining ‘best practice’ for
monolingual and bilingual
practitioners

*Plus Suzanne Eggins not present

Practical strategies for discussing
and obtaining consent with
Aboriginal patients: Lessons from
recent innovations in the Northern
Territory of Australia

Adapting and applying linguistics to
make hospitals safer: A translational
research approach
Lesley Stirling and Jean Paul

Vicki Kerrigan

Lok Chung Hui and Olga Zayts

Conversation analysis and
unpacking understanding and
alignment in clinical genetics
consultations

Podcasts to promote patient stories
and address provider held
unconscious bias

Genetic professional-parent-child
interactions in genetic counselling
encounters for SADS in Hong Kong

H6-12 (Level 6)
Yen-Yuan Chen, Yu-Fang Cheng,
Chau-Chung Wu and Tzong-Shinn
Chu
Using social media to search for
medical information encourages
patients to actively participate in
medical decision-making

Jayne Krisjanous, Janet Davey,
Nilufar Allayarova and Peter J.
Schulz
Findings from a systematic
literature review on Internet-based
nutrition information seeking by
pregnant women

AFTERNOON TEA/COFFEE
(Level 5 Foyer)

15:10 –
15:30
15:30 –
16:00

H6-09 (Level 6)

PANEL 3

Diana Slade (PANEL CONVENER)

14:40 –
15:10

H6-03 (Level 6)

PANEL 3 CONTINUED

PANEL 2 CONTINUED

Robyn Woodward-Kron

Elise O’Connor

Learner health professionals coconstructing healthcare through
language: A genre perspective

Evaluation of healthcare provider
orientation to the use of the
Aboriginal Interpreter Service
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Michael Arribas-Ayllon,
Katherine Shelton and Angus
Clarke
Professionals’ accounts of genetic
testing in adoption

Amelia Walker

Still at war? Re-articulating power
and subjectification in nursing
cultures

Programme in Detail
______________________________________________________________________________
Bradley Forum (Level 5)

16:05 –
16:35

H6-03 (Level 6)

PANEL 3 CONTINUED

PANEL 2 CONTINUED

Susy Macqueen

Robyn Aitken (Panel chair)

Assessing machine translation in
use: Trustworthiness and safety of
Google Translate translations in
obtaining surgical consent

Panel wrap up and discussion

Megan Best, Chris Jacobs,
Jacqueline Savard, Katherine
Tucker, David Thomas, Phyllis
Butow and Ainsley Newson

Guncag Ozavci, Elizabeth Manias,
Tracey Bucknall, Robyn WoodwardKron, Carmel Hughes, Christine
Jorm and Kathryn Joseph
Communicating with older patients
about medications across care
transitions: An interview and
observational study

18:30 –
21:30

Keith Smith
Exploring language use in the
experience of ‘hearing voices’

Patient preferences for receiving
genomic test results

16:40 –
17:10

17:10 –
18:30

H6-12 (Level 6)

H6-09 (Level 6)

Sharon Yahalom, Elizabeth Manias
and Tim McNamara
How nurses engage with referral
letters and discharge summaries in
the clinical setting and the qualities
they value

TIME AT LEISURE
CONFERENCE DINNER
Sean’s Kitchen
(Station Road, Adelaide, SA 5000 – Entry off North Terrace at Adelaide Railway Station)
* RSVP essential
** Walking distance from the conference venue and conference hotels
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Thursday 27 June 2019
09:00 –
10:00

PLENARY LECTURE 2
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)
Professor Charlotte E. Rees, Monash University (AUSTRALIA)
Dignity in work-integrated learning:
Creating, maintaining, protecting and reclaiming patient, student and educator dignity
Bradley Forum (Level 5)

10:10 –
10:40

PANEL 4
Language, health and
anthropological
demography: Local logistics
of
health-seeking behaviour

H6-03 (Level 6)
Shameem Rafik-Galea, Zarida
Hambali and Yong Voon Fatt
Problem presentation
between older and younger
adults in doctor-patient
consultations

H6-09 (Level 6)
Kimberly Tao
Medical discourse in
transgender body: The
interpretation of a
psychiatrist and a transgender
person

Philip Kreager
(PANEL CONVENER)

10:45 –
11:15

Vulnerability Across the Life
Course: Local logistics of
health-seeking behavior in
rural Indonesia
Chan Wan Ting
Comparing etiologies and
treatments of Malaria in
Alor, Eastern Indonesia

Tshegofatso Seabi, Jennifer
Watermeyer and Victoria
Hume
The use of applied drama and
theatre in complex health
research: The Blood Sugars
Project

Linda Humphreys and Kwong
Djee Chan
MaRIS: A communication
skills teaching model for
embracing student subjective
experience and promoting
humanistic practitioners
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H6-12 (Level 6)
Tonia Crawford, Peter
Roger and Sally Candlin

H6-10 (Level 6)
Work-in-Progress
Carly Pettiona

The consequences of
diverse empathic
responses in nurse-patient
interactions: A discourse
analysis

Kim Tomlian, Jonathan
Crichton, Kurt Lushington,
and Sara McLean
“Best interests of the
child”: Inter-professional
communication in the
context of child protection
in the courts

Planning document or
communication tool? The
role of birth plans in labour
and childbirth

Jensine I. Nedergaard
Skin as a communicative
boundary: Semiotic dialogue
in Danish healthcare

Programme in Detail
______________________________________________________________________________
MORNING TEA/COFFEE
(Level 5 Foyer)

11:15 –
11:35

Bradley Forum (Level 5)

11:35 –
12:05

H6-03 (Level 6)

PANEL 4 CONTINUED

PANEL 5

Brian Houle and Samuel J.
Clark

Finding voice in ethical
practice: An example from
physiotherapy practice and
education

Field worker effects in
interviews about health and
epidemiological risk factors

Ian Edwards

H6-09 (Level 6)

Kate Gunn, Ian Olver and
Nayia Cominos
A multi-disciplinary approach
to improving communication
between health professionals
and Aboriginal people who
have been diagnosed with
cancer

From individual to social
ethical reasoning

12:10 –
12:40

Clarissa Surek-Clark
Fake deaths and real deaths:
training of verbal autopsy
fieldworkers

H6-12 (Level 6)

Nobert Ombati Basweti

H6-10 (Level 6)
Work-in-Progress

The interplay of
institutional exigencies in
the traditional
sociocultural belief system
on illness and the
conventional medicine in
the Gusii medical
consultation: an extended
pragma-dialectical
exploration of medical
disputes

Debra Kerr, Peter Martin,
Sharyn Miles, Joan
Ostaszkiewicz, Trisha
Dunning, Jette Ammentorp,
Maiken Wolderslund and
Claire McKie

Vered Seidmann, Htet
Htet Aung, May Oo Lwin
and Yin-Leng Theng

Emily Armstrong, Yuŋgirrŋa
Bukulatjpi, Anne Lowell,
Ḻäwurrpa Maypilama and
Lyn Fasoli

Communication skills
training program for nurses

Caroline Fryer
(PANEL CONVENER)
Virginia Hussin
Talking about ethics: Support
and skills in everyday
Australian physiotherapy
practice

Explanations given by
pharmacy students and staff
for the use of student
indirectness in patient
counselling simulations
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Towards conceptualization
of Workplace Safety and
Health (WSH) ownership
model in organizational
context: The role of social
contract

Nha ga ŋorra mayali’
djinawa? - What meaning
lies inside our intercultural
communication?

Programme in Detail
______________________________________________________________________________
Bradley Forum (Level 5)
12:45 –
13:15

H6-03 (Level 6)

PANEL 4 CONTINUED

PANEL 5 CONTINUED

Raquel Barbosa de Lima

Gisela Van Kessel

Solving the garbage code
mystery

Helping students find their
voice for their professional
practice

H6-09 (Level 6)

H6-12 (Level 6)

H6-10 (Level 6)
Work-in-Progress

Shuangyu Li, Elaine Gill and Jia
Liu
There is more than what you
think – cultural competence
development in clinical
placements through the eyes
of ethnography

Camilla Dindler
The social meanings and
voices of medical records

13:15 –
14:00

LUNCH
(Level 5 Foyer)

14:00 –
15:00

PLENARY LECTURE 3
The Aalborg Lecture in Humanities and Medicine
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)

Wendy Vaughon
The art of eating:
Understanding approaches
to ‘healthy nutrition’ among
older adults, family,
caregivers, and physicians

Professor Howard Waitzkin, University of New Mexico (USA)
Patients communicating with practitioners about social problems: What does capitalism have to do with it?
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS A - Z
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)
15:00 –
16:20

Deborah Hersh

Deborah Kerr

Deborah Kerr

Mary Lee

Karen Phillips

The complaint letter: an analysis
of advocacy at hospital discharge
by the spouse of a man with
aphasia

Systematic review of the effect of
interventions on nurses’
communication skills

Challenges for nurses when
communicating with people who
have life-limiting illness

Understanding decision-making in
multidisciplinary team meetings
through interpretative repertoires
and discursive devices

Communicating care-fully

Aimee Roundtree

Aimee Roundtree

Sachiko Takahashi

Mei-hui Tsai

Jennifer Watermeyer

#TweetLikeANeurotypical:
Linguistic reclamation of
spectrum disorders on Twitter

Uncertainty in provider
decision making: A qualitative
survey study

Japanese students’ beliefs about
smoking and meta-cognitive
strategy uses: The case of a public
university in western Japan

Perceptions of the need for
minority languages by nurses in
southern Taiwan

Robyn Woodward-Kron

Sarah Hunter and Jessica Young

Exploring the lived experiences of
young people (15-35 years), living
with type 1 diabetes, attending an
urban diabetes clinic in South
Africa

Medical student telephone
consult conversations: A
discourse perspective of structure
and participant goals

Talking up facilitation in health
service implementation projects

Bradley Forum (Level 5)
16:25 –
16:55

Nathan Richards, Gabriella Modan
and Seuli Bose Brill
Empowering patients: Physician
strategies for building patient agency
in primary care medical
Encounters

17:00 –
17:30

H6-03 (Level 6)

H6-09 (Level 6)

Caroline Ong
Healthcare professionals’ experiences
and responses to moral distress in
community specialist palliative care

Matthew Wai Lung Yeung, Alice Hoi Ying
Yau and Gigi Kai Yin Au Yeung

Bronwen Merner, Sophie Hill and Michael
Taylor

“This year’s vaccine is only 10% effective”:
An investigation of lay understanding of
medicine in Hong Kong

Patient-safety caring: Family carers’
experiences of preventing medical harm in
Australian hospitals
Anette Johnsson, Sandra Pennbrant, Åse
Boman and Petra Wagman

Camilla Rindstedt

Jenny McDonald and Kate Sainsbury

Susi Woolf

Institutional talk about children’s
overweight and failure to thrive

Disrupting disciplinary divides: Ethics
and law in medicine

Designing a framework for
communication skills training
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H6-12 (Level 6)

Striving towards establishing a care
relationship: Mission impossible or possible?
Triad communication situations, with patients,
relatives, and nurses at a medicine
department for older people

Friday 28 June 2019
09:00 –
10:00

PLENARY LECTURE 4
(Bradley Forum, Level 5)
Professor Phyllis Butow, University of Sydney (AUSTRALIA)
Informed consent in an age of increasing complexity

10:00 –
10:20

MORNING TEA/COFFEE
(Level 5 Foyer)
Bradley Forum (Level 5)

10:20 –
10:50

H6-03 (Level 6)

H6-09 (Level 6)

PANEL 6

PANEL 7

PANEL 8

Navigating without maps:
Communicative expertise in
psychiatry, aged care and care-inplace

Complexity and context in
interactional health care spaces

Teaching, learning, and researching
clinical communication in health
professions’ education

Jonathan Crichton
(PANEL CONVENER)

Anatomy of a complex call: The case of
an axe murder

Rhona Nattrass
(PANEL CONVENER:
ROBYN WOODWARD-KRON)
Samantha Tai

Navigating the psychiatric interview
in the context of thought disorder

Towards patient-centred
communication: An observational study
of supervised audiology student-patient
hearing assessments

20

H6-12 (Level 6)

Aimee Roundtree
Usability of virtual and
augmented reality training for
emergency and first responders: An
integrative review

Bradley Forum (Level 5)
10:55 –
11:25

H6-03 (Level 6)

PANEL 6 CONTINUED

PANEL 7 CONTINUED

PANEL 8 CONTINUED

Fiona O’Neill

Jennifer Watermeyer
(PANEL CONVENER)

Susan Philip

12:05 –
12:45

H6-12 (Level 6)

Dianne Wepa

Navigating whole of person care as
communicative expertise in direct
care: a narrative study in aged care

11:30 –
12:00

H6-09 (Level 6)

We-dentity: The key to effective
health literacy with first peoples

The ethical dilemmas of videorecording complex health
interactions: A case study

Overseas qualified nurses’
communication with other nurses and
health professionals: An Australian
observational study

Jessica Young

Johanna Beukes

Nayia Cominos

Winnie Chor, Jack Pun and Brian Wai

Navigating non-linear narratives
along the dementia care
continuum: An unplanned and
unpredictable transition into longterm care

Emergency calls, conflict and
complexity

Teaching communication across
clinical professions: A flexible,
adaptable and experiential
model

Negotiation and (shared) decisionmaking between doctor and patient
in the Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) context

COMET OPEN FORUM & CLOSING OF CONFERENCE
Chair Dr Jonathan Crichton
Panellists: Professor Phyllis Butow, Professor Charlotte Rees and Professor Srikant Sarangi
LUNCH
(Level 5 Foyer)

12:4513:45
13:15 –
14:15

Optional – Adelaide BioMed City Tour
* RSVP essential via melanie@adelaideonsite.com.au
** Limited places available
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

PLENARY
LECTURES
Bionotes and Abstracts
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Professor Srikant Sarangi
Srikant Sarangi is Professor in Humanities and Medicine and Director of the Danish Institute
of Humanities and Medicine (DIHM) at Aalborg University, Denmark (www.dihm.aau.dk).
Between 1993 and 2013, he was Professor in Language and Communication and Director of
the Health Communication Research Centre at Cardiff University (UK), where he continues as
Honorary Professor. Beginning 2017, he is also Adjunct Professor at Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU), Norway, Visiting Professor at University of Jyväskylä, Finland
and Visiting Professor at the College of Medicine, Qatar University. In recent years, he has
been Visiting Professor under the Academic Icon scheme at University of Malay (2013-2015);
Visiting Research Professor, Centre for the Humanities and Medicine, The University of Hong
Kong (2013-2016); Adjunct Professor at NTNU, Norway (2009-2013); and Honorary Professor
at Aalborg University, Denmark (2009-2014).
In 2012, he was awarded the title of ‘Fellow’ by the Academy of Social Sciences, UK. In 2015,
he was elected as a ‘Foreign Member’ of The Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters (Societas
Scientiarum Fennica).
His research interests include: institutional and professional discourse from an applied
linguistics perspective (e.g., health, social welfare, bureaucracy, education etc.);
communication in genetic counselling, HIV/AIDS, telemedicine, primary care and palliative
care; communication ethics; teaching and assessment of consulting and communication skills;
language and identity in public life; intercultural pragmatics. He has held several project grants
to study various aspects of health communication.
He is author and editor of twelve books, guest-editor of eight journal special issues and has
published more than 250 journal articles and book chapters in leading journals. In addition, he
has presented more than 1000 papers (including plenaries, keynotes, masterclasses and
workshops) at international conferences and other forums. He is the editor of TEXT & TALK: An
Interdisciplinary Journal of Language, Discourse and Communication Studies (formerly TEXT) as
well as founding editor of both Communication & Medicine and Journal of Applied Linguistics
and Professional Practice (formerly Journal of Applied Linguistics). He is also general editor of
the book series Studies in Communication in Organisations and Professions (SCOPE). He serves
as an editorial board member for other journals and book series[es], and as a consulting advisor
at many national and international levels. Over the last twenty years, he has held visiting
academic attachments in many parts of the world.
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Wednesday 26 June 2019, 10:15 – 11:15, Bradley Forum, Level 5

PLENARY LECTURE 1
Professor Srikant Sarangi
Danish Institute of Humanities and Medicine (DIHM), Aalborg University (DENMARK)

‘Will you marry me’? The contingencies of communication ethics in healthcare
practice and research

Healthcare delivery at organizational, clinical levels as well as the general conduct of
healthcare research are increasingly being confronted with issues associated with
everyday morality and professional ethics. Almost all aspects of healthcare practice and
research – ranging from administration of consent forms to recruitment of participants
for clinical trials to clinic encounters in the primary and tertiary sectors dealing with
acute and chronic conditions – are underpinned by ethical and communicative
challenges.
Topics such as individual autonomy, informed consent, patient-centredness, shared
decision making call for different communicative frameworks, with attendant ethical
imperatives. The prevailing ethical concerns have led to the establishment of principlebased codes of professional practice, although the parameters of ethical conduct in
everyday clinical and research practice are much more nuanced at the role-relational
and communicative levels. In arguing for a reappraisal of the core principles of ethics
from a communication perspective, in this presentation I single out two key concepts –
‘self-other dynamics’ and ‘role-responsibility’ in relation to actions and accounts by both
healthcare professionals and patients/carers – for particular attention. I outline a
marriage proposal for two existing disciplines – communication and ethics – and
empirically anchor my discussion in the context of healthcare encounters, e.g.
recruitment of clinical trial participants and medical emergency calls.
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Professor Charlotte Rees
Charlotte Rees is Professor and Director of Curriculum (Medicine) and Director of the
Monash Centre for Scholarship in Health Education (MCSHE) at the Faculty of Medicine,
Nursing & Health Sciences at Monash University. She was previously Professor of
Education Research and Director of the Centre for Medical Education at the University
of Dundee, Scotland (2010-2015) and was the Founding Director of the Scottish Medical
Education Research Consortium (SMERC: 2011-2015). She was previously Associate
Professor of Medical Education at Sydney Medical School (2007-2010), and Senior
Lecturer and Lecturer of Clinical Education at the newly created Peninsula Medical
School at the University of Exeter (2002-2007). At Peninsula, she was the Founding
Academic Lead for Human Sciences, Communication Skills and Professionalism for the
new MBBS curriculum.
She is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, and Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians in Edinburgh. She has over 15 years’ experience as a health professions
education researcher including extensive experience as principal and co-investigator for
numerous externally funded projects (e.g. NHS Education for Scotland, General Medical
Council, Higher Education Academy, Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, Department of
Health & Human Services). She has co-led a 10-year programme of research on
healthcare professionalism and her co-authored book, titled ‘Healthcare
professionalism: Improving practice through reflections on workplace dilemmas', was
published by Wiley-Blackwell in March 2017. She has over 120 peer-reviewed journal
articles, book chapters and books, over 100 conference presentations, and was 1 of 4
medical educators at Dundee returned for REF2014 (the UK equivalent of Australia’s
ERA). She was Deputy Editor for Medical Education (2008-2017), Associate Editor for
Advances in Health Sciences Education (2015-2017) and was the only medical education
researcher on the REF2014 sub-panel for education (2011-2014).
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Thursday 27 June 2019, 9:00 – 10:00, Bradley Forum, Level 5

PLENARY LECTURE 2
Professor Charlotte E. Rees
Monash University, Australia
Dignity in work-integrated learning:
Creating, maintaining, protecting and reclaiming patient, student and
educator dignity
Work-integrated learning (WIL) in healthcare typically involves the triadic relationship
between patient, student and educator. Dignity matters within such relationships:
patients, students, and educators typically thrive when dignity is promoted but can
suffer when dignity is violated. Although there are various ways of understanding
dignity, it can be defined as: ‘how people feel, think and behave in relation to the worth
or value of themselves and others’. While students, educators and patients often engage
in purposeful acts of dignity promotion during WIL (so-called ‘dignity work’), violations
of dignity (often involving communication violations) are sadly commonplace.
Research has demonstrated a multiplicity of causes of both workplace dignity and
dignity violations at the level of individuals (e.g. attitudes), relationships (e.g.
communication) and organisation (e.g. hierarchy). Research has also illustrated various
consequences of workplace dignity and dignity violations at individual (e.g. well-being),
interpersonal (e.g. trust) and organisational levels (e.g. retention). In this lecture, I will
draw on the published healthcare literature, including her own team-based research on
dignity, to provide preliminary answers to five inter-related questions: (1) What is
dignity and why does it matter in medical education? (2) How is the dignity of patients,
students and educators commonly violated in healthcare learning, and how can dignity
be created, maintained, protected and reclaimed instead? (4) What are the causes and
consequences of workplace dignity and dignity violations? (5) How might we help
patients, students, and educators to promote dignity? I hope to stimulate lively debate
about the theory, research and practice of WIL dignity.
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Professor Howard Waitzkin
Howard Waitzkin is Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Department of Sociology,
University of New Mexico, and Adjunct Professor, Department of Medicine, University
of Illinois. Dr. Waitzkin received his MD and PhD degrees from Harvard University and
obtained his subsequent clinical training as a resident and fellow at Stanford University
and Massachusetts General Hospital. His work has focused on health policy in
comparative international perspective and on psychosocial issues in primary care. He
co-authored the proposal for a single-payer national health program that was published
in the New England Journal of Medicine and later was introduced in the U.S. Congress.
He has participated in advocacy for improved health access and has conducted studies
of Medicaid managed care in New Mexico, the diffusion of managed care to Latin
America, and global trade and public health, supported by the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality, the World Health Organization, the National Institute of Mental
Health, and the United Nations. His work on patient-doctor communication and
psychosocial issues in primary care has been funded by the National Institute on Aging,
the National Institute of Mental Health, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
Dr. Waitzkin has received recognition as a Fulbright New Century Scholar; fellow of the
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation; recipient of the Leo G. Reeder Award
for Distinguished Scholarship in Medical Sociology (highest career achievement award
in the social sciences pertinent to medicine) and the Eliot Freidson Award for
Outstanding Publication, Medical Sociology Section, American Sociological Association;
and recipient of the Jonathan Mann Award for Lifetime Commitment to Public Health
and Social Justice Issues from the New Mexico Public Health Association. He is the
author of six books, including The Politics of Medical Encounters: How Patients and
Doctors Deal With Social Problems (Yale University Press 1991), The Second Sickness
(The Free Press and Rowman and Littlefield, updated edition, 2000), At the Front Lines
of Medicine (2004), Medicine and Public Health at the End of Empire (Paradigm
Publishers, 2011), Health Care Under the Knife: Moving Beyond Capitalism for Our
Health (Monthly Review Press, 2018), and more than 200 articles and chapters.
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______________________________________________________________________________

Thursday 27 June 2019, 14:00 – 15:00, Bradley Forum, Level 5

PLENARY LECTURE 3
THE AALBORG LECTURE IN HUMANITIES AND MEDICINE
Professor Howard Waitzkin
University of New Mexico (USA)
Patients communicating with practitioners about social problems:
What does capitalism have to do with it?

We explore a question that has bothered me for a long time about patient-practitioner
communication: What does capitalism have to do with it? My early research in this field
grew from family experiences that focused on how my parents, brother, and I could
obtain health care after we lost our health insurance when my dad lost his job after 25
years as an office worker. So I went into medicine partly for that reason and began to
study communication, focusing initially on access barriers, information giving and
withholding, and professional power. In quantitative work, we found that information
giving occupied a very small part of medical encounters, much less than practitioners
perceived, and that barriers communication related to gender, race, ethnicity, social
class, and age. But in this quantitative work we uncovered a quandary that some of our
most important observations involved the narratives exchanged between patients and
practitioners about social problems. So we later applied qualitative analysis, based on
critical literary theory, to transcripts from a random sample of our earlier recordings.
We found that practitioners used a recurring conversational structure to marginalize
social problems by moving the conversation away from them. Through comparative
research in Cuba, we later learned that practitioners invoked an entirely different
structure to confront the social problems that patients mentioned in medical
encounters. In conclusion we explore how transformation of communication figures as
one part of “moving beyond capitalism for our health”.
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Plenary Lectures
______________________________________________________________________________

Professor Phyllis Butow
Prof Phyllis Butow (BA(Hons), MPH, MClinPsych, PhD) is Professor, and NHMRC Senior
Principal Research Fellow in the School of Psychology at the University of Sydney. She
founded the Australian Psycho-Oncology Co-operative Research Group (PoCoG) and the
Centre for Medical Psychology and Evidence-based Decision-making (CeMPED). Prof
Butow has worked for over 20 years in health professional-patient communication and
Psycho-Oncology. She has won many awards, including the International PsychoOncology Society Bernard Fox award for outstanding contribution to Psycho-Oncology
research in 2009 and the Clinical Oncological Society of Australia Tom Reeve award for
outstanding contribution to cancer care in 2011, and was named NSW Cancer
Researcher of the year in 2012. Prof Butow has conducted a large body of research on
patient and family support, patient involvement in cancer consultations and decisionmaking, psychosocial issues in cancer genetics, and disparities in outcomes and needs
of immigrants with cancer.
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Friday 28 June 2019, 9:00 – 10:00, Bradley Forum, Level 5

PLENARY LECTURE 4
Professor Phyllis Butow
University of Sydney, Australia
Informed consent in an age of increasing complexity

Informed consent is the mechanism by which we ensure ethically acceptable medical
practice, by ensuring a lack of deceit and coercion and protection of autonomy during
decision-making. It is seen as a necessary, perhaps sufficient, ethical justification for
actions that may affect people in both positive and negative ways, including medical
treatment, research participation, and uses of human tissues.
It is important to consider the limitations of this approach, as well as its strengths.
People giving consent to medical procedures are often in a vulnerable, powerless and
compromised state, where they rely heavily on trusted health professionals to guide and
protect them. Complex, unfamiliar concepts that are laced with probabilities may well
be overwhelming. Novel, emerging treatments may evoke desperate and unrealistic
hope in people facing significant morbidity or death. Financial constraints may make
research participation an attractive way to gain access to expensive treatments. Subtle
and often unintended messages communicated by health professionals through their
use of words and the context in which they deliver them (the mantle of medical science),
can put pressure on people to agree to actions not concordant with their values. The
more complex the choices, and the less certain the outcomes, the more difficult this all
becomes. This presentation will discuss the limitations and strengths of informed
consent, and the ways in which we might respond to them.
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Wednesday 26 June, 11:30 – 14:00, Bradley Forum, Level 5

PANEL 1
Panel Convener: Valeria Bellan
University of South Australia
How we talk when we talk about pain

Panel synopsis
Pain is a very common experience and, thus, a very popular topic between patients and
health professionals, but also between patients and caregivers. Commonly, we think of
pain as something dangerous. In fact, pain is the most efficient protective system we
can count on, and it works by alerting us about potential danger {Moseley, 2015 #2303}.
For example, in case of a broken bone, pain will force individuals to rest to promote the
healing process. However, pain can become over-protective, yielding to a constant
feeling of being ‘in danger’ (e.g. tissues are healed, but pain is still present). The words
commonly used to talk about pain strengthen this notion of “pain-as-a-danger”. What
happens, though, when we try to rebuild people’s vocabulary towards a more “pain-asa-protection” frame?
Aside from anecdotal reports and some behavioural studies, there is very little research
on pain language. Interestingly, the McGill Pain Questionnaire {Melzack, 1975 #3392}
remains the most widely used tool to ask patients to describe their pain. Patients can
choose from a list of pain descriptors, but they often report that those are not words
that they would spontaneously use to describe their pain. Dr Valeria Bellan (School of
Psychology, UniSA) will show some neurophysiological data on the relationship between
language and pain. Dr Emma Karran (School of Health Sciences, UniSA) will focus on the
context of pain recovery, by showing data about how practitioners explain pain
experience based on clinical information they have access to. Finally, Tim Cocks (Neuro
Orthopaedic Institute, Adelaide) will focus on an internationally taught education
program used to develop patients’ awareness between pain language and pain
physiology, in the context of pain recovery.

Presenters: Valeria Bellan, Emma Karran, Tim Cocks
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Valeria Bellan
University of South Australia
The language of pain and its consequences for pain experience: an experimental
investigation

Research showed that, when we actually smell something fishy, we tend to be more
suspicious, and, in turn, when we are suspicious, we are better at detecting a fishy smell
over other smells {Lee, 2012 #3143}. Metaphors, sayings and words are closely
interconnected with the way we feel and how we behave. For instance, descriptions of
painful conditions often rely on this figurative wording, e.g. whiplash, pins-and-needles
{Moseley, 2017 #1348}. There are many anecdotal reports, but just a few studies
showing how language can shape the way pain is perceived. For example, after a Csection, women that were asked to assess their level of pain reported higher pain rates
and required more medications than women that were asked to assess their level of
comfort {Chooi, 2013 #3393}. However, to date, there are no studies specifically
assessing the language spontaneously used by chronic pain sufferers and the effect of
changes to that language, from both a behavioural and neurophysiological perspective.
In my presentation I will focus on how we possibly can help people suffering from
chronic pain to change their beliefs about their body and their condition. My project
marries together sophisticated methodologies belonging to the linguistic field [e.g.
{Nieuwland, 2006 #3394}, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al, in preparation] with the most
recent and innovative research in pain science {Moseley, 2015 #2096}.
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Emma Karran
University of South Australia, Australia
‘Words matter’ in the clinical management of low back pain

There is widespread reporting in medical literature that clinicians’ words, phrases,
attitudes and beliefs can impact patients’ perceptions of their condition. In turn, these
perceptions are recognised to be associated with factors such as distress, disability and
recovery. These associations have been identified as highly relevant to the outcomes of
patients with low back pain. Current clinical practice guidelines for the management of
low back pain recommend that clinicians offer information and advice with the intention
of providing patient-reassurance. While this strategy is readily implemented and
presumed to facilitate recovery through an early return to activity – there is evidence to
suggest that the information communicated is frequently associated with (inadvertent)
harms. This presentation will present research findings supporting the importance of
choosing words carefully when interpreting spinal imaging results (Karran et al. 2017 &
2018) and will discuss the potential power of the messages delivered during clinical
encounters in influencing patients’ beliefs, expectations and recovery (Wheeler et al.
2018).
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Tim Cocks
Neuro Orthopaedic Institute, South Australia, Australia
Pain, language and metaphor at the clinical coalface

‘My back is killing me’. ‘It feels like a knife in there’. These are not unusual utterances in
a clinical encounter. The language we use to communicate our pain is rich in metaphor
and simile (Scarry 1985, Neilson 2016) and may provide a novel avenue to treat pain
(Moseley and Butler 2017). A fundamental aspect of treating pain includes Explain Pain
strategies that explain the principles of pain biology including: the difference between
pain and nociception; the vital role of the brain in constructing pain experiences; the
ability of the nervous system to ‘learn’ pain leading to persistent pain; the ability to treat
pain via enhanced understanding and graded return to activity (Butler and Moseley
2013). Explain Pain courses have been taught globally by NOI’s international faculty
groups for 15 years, with increasing evidence over that time for the approach’s efficacy
(Moseley and Butler 2015). A subset of these strategies focuses on the specific use of
language in both assessment and treatment. This presentation will provide examples of
the use of metaphor in the clinic to gain a better understanding of an individual’s
experience of their pain and offer ‘less threatening’, scientifically accurate language in
return. Common pain related metaphors have been divided into pragmatic, clinical
categories (i.e. Structural, Orientational, Invasive, and Prognostic. Links to clinical
reasoning based on category will be provided, along with a discussion of the overall aim
to reconceptualise the primary metaphor of PAIN IS ENEMY, to PAIN IS A PROTECTOR.
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Wednesday 26 June, 11:30 – 16:35, H6-03
PANEL 2
Panel Convener: Anne Lowell
Charles Darwin University, Northern Territory, Australia
The role of communication in determining health care safety, quality and equity for
Indigenous Australians

Panel synopsis
In the Northern Territory and remote regions of Western Australia Aboriginal languages
remain strong: in the NT 30% of the population are Aboriginal and almost 70% speak an
Aboriginal language at home. However, few health service providers share the language
or cultural background of their Aboriginal clients and ineffective communication is
pervasive. This seriously compromises the safety and quality of health care as well as
equity of access to health services for Aboriginal people who do not speak English as
their primary language. Research in northern Australia has identified serious
consequences of ineffective communication but implementation of strategies to
improve communication – and therefore health outcomes - remains inadequate. This
panel will bring together diverse perspectives, drawing on both research and practice,
to uncover and explore challenges in intercultural health communication that are often
unrecognized. Such challenges include: cultural differences in conceptualisations of
health and communication; compounding disadvantage for those with a communication
disability; unconscious bias; incorrect assumptions about extent of shared
understanding and challenges in ensuring informed consent. Strategies to reveal and
address these ‘hidden issues’ will also be explored: innovative education for health staff
to address unconscious bias and negative assumptions; uncovering sources of
miscommunication, particular in consent processes, and increasing staff competence in
engaging with interpreters. The audience will also be invited to contribute to a
discussion about how sustained improvements in communication between health staff
and their Aboriginal clients can be achieved, recognizing this as fundamental to ensuring
equity, safety and quality of services – and to improving health outcomes.

Presenters: Anne Lowell, Galathi Dhurrkay, Deborah Hersh, Ben Grimes, Vicki
Kerrigan, Elise O’Connor and Robyn Aitken (Panel Chair)
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Anne Lowell
Charles Darwin University, Northern Territory, Australia
Intercultural communication in Indigenous health care – an overview

Ineffective communication between health staff and their Aboriginal clients who do not
speak English as their primary language is pervasive. Consequences of ineffective
communication identified through research in Indigenous health contexts include:
discharge against medical advice; death; absence of informed consent; confusion and
frustration; unnecessarily prolonged admission and distrust of healthcare providers.
Recent research exploring communication between health staff and Aboriginal patients
in the Northern Territory found that barriers at system and service levels limit
opportunities for effective communication practice as well as access to, and funding, for
employment and training of interpreters. Individual perceptions, attitudes and
competence are also critical to achieving substantial and sustained improvement in
communication between health staff and their Aboriginal clients. This study also
revealed: incorrect assumptions about communication effectiveness and risk; different
communication expectations and practices for different cultural groups; unclear and ad
hoc processes for deciding when an interpreter is needed as well as inadequate support
to develop competence in intercultural health communication for staff, interpreters and
consumers. As a consequence of these barriers a culture of ‘getting by’ appears to have
become entrenched, affecting even staff who recognise the serious extent and
consequences of ineffective communication. The need for co-ordinated interventions
across systems of governance, patient information, interpreter employment and
engagement as well as strategies to increase competence in health communication has
been demonstrated repeatedly. However, implementation of recommendations has
been limited or not sustained and equity of access to safe and high quality health
services for Aboriginal people continues to be compromised.
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Galathi Dhurrkay
Menzies School of Health Research, Northern Territory, Australia
A Yolŋu (Aboriginal) perspective on intercultural communication in health care

Effective communication with Aboriginal patients and their families needs to reflect the
holistic view of health common to many Indigenous cultures – incorporating physical,
cultural, emotional and spiritual dimensions. This is challenging for health care workers
who do not share the patient’s language and cultural background. Previous research in
Aboriginal health contexts has demonstrated that when staff do not work effectively –
or at all – with interpreters misunderstanding and fear can result. The majority of
Aboriginal patients accessing many health services do not speak English as their primary
language. However interpreters in Aboriginal health care remain seriously underutilised.
A recent study in Royal Darwin Hospital combined quantitative and qualitative methods
to explore strategies for improving the extent and effectiveness of interpreter use. This
presentation draws on findings from this study as well as the presenter’s extensive
experience as both an Aboriginal interpreter and researcher working towards improving
communication with Aboriginal patients and their families in health care in the NT.
Cultural needs and perspectives are often not recognised or understood by staff working
with Aboriginal patients. Language differences and inadequate staff training for working
in this complex cultural context contribute to this lack of recognition of patient
perspectives and needs. The impact of profound cultural differences in understandings
of causality is one example that impacts on communication in health care. Narratives
of patient experiences will be used to illustrate how working effectively with
interpreters can reveal ‘unknown issues’ to ensure understanding in all areas that are
important to enabling informed decisions and improving the experience and
effectiveness of health care for Aboriginal people.
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Deborah Hersh
Edith Cowan University, Western Australia, Australia
Co-authors: Elizabeth Armstrong, Meaghan McAllister, Natalie Ciccone, Judy
Katzenellenbogen, Julianne Coffin, Sandra Thompson, Colleen Hayward, Deborah
Woods and Leon Flicker
GPs’ perceptions of communication with Aboriginal Australian patients with acquired
neurogenic communication disorders.

Australian Aboriginal people experience higher rates of stroke and traumatic brain injury
(TBI) than found in non-Aboriginal people. Considering approximately a third of people
have acquired communication disorders (ACDs) after stroke or TBI, Aboriginal people
are likely to present to GPs with residual, chronic ACD, often with multiple comorbidities and sometimes complex social situations. This presentation, based on indepth interviews with 23 GPs from Perth and five regional sites across Western
Australia, explores GPs’ perceptions of their communication with Aboriginal patients
after stroke or TBI. This work is a part of the larger NHMRC-funded project Missing
Voices (2013-2016). Our findings included that GPs reported little in their training on
neurogenic ACD. They struggled to tease out ACD from other cultural-linguistic
differences that they perceived between their own communication content and style
and that of their patients. Where communication was difficult, they had few resources
or strategies to help, and depended on families and Aboriginal Health Workers to
interpret and assist. They did not generally use formal interpreting services or refer to
speech pathology, considering it inaccessible, overstretched and unable to offer
improvement beyond the subacute phase. GPs reported communication (dis)ability as
complex to diagnose, and as taking second place in consultations compared to other
pressing medical concerns. GPs require further training to communicate effectively and
distinguish ACD from other factors impacting on communication. GPs’ deprioritisation
of communication ability in the chronic phase after brain injury has the potential to
compound the level of disadvantage and disempowerment experienced by Aboriginal
people.
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Ben Grimes
Charles Darwin University, Northern Territory, Australia
Practical strategies for discussing and obtaining consent with Aboriginal patients:
Lessons from recent innovations in the Northern Territory of Australia

Lessons will be drawn from recent advances in legal practice around communicating
suspects’ legal rights to non-native speakers of English. Six internationally recognised
best practice principles for police interviews will be articulated, and applied to the
medical consent context. The Northern Territory Government project to record
suspects’ rights in 18 Aboriginal languages for use by front-line police officers will be
used to illustrate how good practice can be achieved, both from a linguistic and service
provision perspective. This process will be contextualised into possibilities for improved
health service delivery. Practical application will be further enhanced by articulating 810 key terms and grammatical constructions that have no close equivalent in most
Aboriginal languages, which are frequently used in the consent process. The continued
use of these terms leads to a high likelihood of miscommunication, even when
interpreters are utilised. Alternate strategies around structure and wording will be
provided, which significantly reduce the likelihood of miscommunication with Aboriginal
patients during the process of obtaining informed consent.
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Vicki Kerrigan
Menzies School of Health Research, Northern Territory, Australia
Podcasts to promote patient stories and address provider held unconscious bias

Royal Darwin Hospital (RDH) is well placed to be a leader in cultural safety and
intercultural communication. However, our findings reveal Aboriginal patients at RDH
describe experiences of racism and poor communication. Intercultural communication
problems have also been identified as a major stressor for non-Indigenous healthcare
providers. Effective communication requires an understanding of the cultural, social and
political differences between patient and provider. Hospital staff are offered cultural
awareness training to enhance intercultural knowledge, however our research shows
staff are dissatisfied with the training, which does little to address unconscious bias. This
doctoral research project is trialling a novel educational intervention to enhance cultural
awareness training at RDH. A series of podcasts, featuring patient stories which counter
provider held negative stereotypes, will be produced. The NT Health Department
Cultural Security Framework 2016-2026 recognises negative stereotypes need to be
challenged. Through interviews, doctors explore negative assumptions they encounter.
Patients attend ‘yarning’ sessions to provide insights into identified issues; for example,
why does a patient leave hospital to attend a funeral if their treatment may be
compromised? The podcasts developed act as a stimulus for doctors to reflect on the
racialized assumptions which impede their ability to deliver culturally safe patientcentred care. This intervention creates an opportunity for a cycle of listening/reflecting
and action/change in the hospital. This research aligns with federal and territory policies
which pledge to address racism in health care and has the potential to contribute to the
development of a national approach to cultural education in health.
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Elise O’Connor
Top End Health Service, Northern Territory, Australia
Evaluation of healthcare provider orientation to the use of
the Aboriginal Interpreter Service

Communication is arguably the biggest barrier to the provision of effective healthcare
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Use of professional interpreters has
been shown to improve clinical care and increase the quality of care for low English
proficiency patients to be equivalent to that of patients without language barriers.
Despite this, interpreters of Aboriginal languages are largely under-utilised in healthcare
in the Northern Territory where a significant proportion of patients are Aboriginal. A
team consisting of clinical nurse educator, research academics and myself a junior
doctor worked together with the Aboriginal Interpreter Service to provide a series of
training sessions for healthcare staff at Gove District Hospital situated in Northeast
Arnhem Land. This presentation explores the findings of an audit conducted of this
training. Knowledge from this project provides a useful assessment of the impact
Aboriginal Interpreter Service training is having on improving healthcare staff utilisation
of and access to interpreters. Further training sessions on how and why to work with
interpreters have been delivered for doctors at the Royal Darwin Hospital Emergency
Department and surgical grand rounds. The incentive for conducting these sessions
stems from my experiences as an intern, witnessing and taking part in frequent
instances of communication breakdown between doctors, nurses and patients. This
project is situated amid an ongoing effort to improve healthcare communication with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients throughout the Northern Territory.
Findings from this project can be used to improve future training and to identify
organisational barriers to interpreter utilisation.
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Robyn Aitken
(PANEL CHAIR)
Top End Health Service and Menzies School of Health Research,
Northern Territory, Australia
Panel wrap up and discussion
The panel members have provided different perspectives on the same recurring theme
– communication is a determinant of safety and quality of health care and optimal safety
and quality in health care environments privileges English speaking consumers, clients
and patients. The remainder of this session provides an opportunity for the audience to
respond to the material presented by the panel members: considering how to exert
collective influence to improve equity of access to optimal health care experiences and
how to implement practical solutions to tackle health professional communication as an
important social determinant of health for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
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Wednesday 26 June, 14:05 – 16:35, Bradley Forum, Level 5
PANEL 3
Panel Conveners: Diana Slade and Suzanne Eggins
Australian National University, ACT, Australia

The linguist as consultant and collaborator: applying linguistics to improve
communication practices in health care

Panel synopsis
Despite the international rise of research into ‘healthcare communication’ and the
increased policy focus on ‘consumer-centred care’, linguistics has not been a discipline
at the forefront of publications in the field. Given that much of health care can only be
achieved through language, linguistics should potentially play a key role in increasing
the safety and quality of healthcare practices. The low profile of linguistics is in part due
to the dominance of quantitative, positivist and science-based methodologies in health
but may also be ascribed to reticence by linguists to adapt their analytical tools to make
them accessible and relevant to solving real-world healthcare problems. We believe that
an applicable linguistics starts from the problems and issues identified by health
services, clinicians, health profession educators and consumers, and adapts its linguistic
tools to deliver practical, implementable communication improvements.
In this panel, each paper will focus on how linguistics can provide invaluable insights into
the complexities and problems in communication in healthcare settings. Presenters will
show how they have drawn on linguistic theories and tools in strategic ways to describe
healthcare data and apply linguistic findings to produce education, training or policy
frameworks that are practical and relevant to healthcare stakeholders.

Presenters: Diana Slade, Lesley Stirling, Jean Paul, Robyn Woodward-Kron and
Susy Macqueen
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Diana Slade
Australian National University

Co-author: Suzanne Eggins, Australian National University
Adapting and applying linguistics to make hospitals safer:
A translational research approach

This paper draws on ten years of linguistic ethnographic research and data collection in
wards, intensive care units and emergency departments in Australian and Hong Kong
hospitals. We will demonstrate the ways in which we have drawn on linguistics to shape
research aims and define communication problems collaboratively with hospital
clinicians and managers. We will describe how we have collected and analysed language
and contextual data and translated the findings into training, communication protocols
and policy recommendations. In particular, the paper will detail our rationale for
applying and adapting specific linguistic analyses and the ways in which we have
translated theoretical linguistic insights into accessible outcomes for clinicians.
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Lesley Stirling and Jean Paul
University of Melbourne

Conversation analysis and unpacking understanding and alignment in clinical
genetics consultations

A challenge for healthcare professionals is the need to manage asymmetrical knowledge
states and/or differences of orientation with patients and their family members;
particularly complex in settings of multiparty (non-dyadic) talk. Specific communicative
tasks include establishing shared understanding and alignment both at the level of the
local interactional exchange, prior to moving on with the agenda for the consultation,
and at the level of the consultation overall, when there may be considerations of followup treatment directives or other ongoing outcomes external to the specific consultation.
This communicative work can have important ramifications for patient satisfaction with
consultations and with the ongoing relationship, as well as for compliance with
treatment recommendations. One aspect which is of growing interest is the importance
of supporting children to develop their own voice in consultations concerning their
healthcare.
We here illustrate how the microanalysis of interactions in paediatric genetics
consultations using the approach of Conversation Analysis can illuminate our
understanding of how doctors talk to and check for understanding in both the child
patient and the adults accompanying them. We discuss two case studies in the complex
communicative task of managing the perspectives of multiple parties. Firstly, we
consider how medical professionals check for understanding and alignment in parents
and manage contexts of apparent misunderstanding, and what linguistic cues to
understanding are produced by parents. Secondly, we look at the kinds of talk directed
to children in these consultations and the ways in which this talk is delimited from the
main business of the consultation.
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Robyn Woodward-Kron
University of Melbourne

Learner health professionals co-constructing healthcare through language:
A genre perspective

Learner health professionals must gain competence in a range of spoken and written
genres which facilitate health care delivery while their clinical knowledge and skills are
still developing. Clinical communication teaching in pre-vocational education, however,
tends to focus on the genre of the clinician-patient interaction, particularly on the
‘gathering information’ phase. Integrated into this teaching are the principles and
practices of patient-centred communication. This narrow focus has implications for
students’ clinical readiness; it also has implications for how clinical educators can
conceptualise the gaps in their trainees’ clinical communication skills.
This paper presents a genre approach, a form of discourse analysis, to investigate
learner and junior health professional communication. Genres are goal-oriented
communication activities, have recognisable beginnings, middles, and ends, and can
have contextual differences of topic, the relations between interactants (e.g. familiarity/
unfamiliarity), and the channel of communication. Three case studies conducted with
clinician educators are presented: in the first, the approach sought to identify how the
goal and phases of an audiology hearing assessment were co-constructed between the
student, patient, and clinical educator. Two further case studies from nursing and
medicine show how the genre approach was combined with the de Haes and Bensing
(2009) six function model of medical communication to examine patient-centred
communication. A modified genre approach with a simplified analysis of the register
variables provided the clinician educator researchers with an accessible framework to
systematically analyse interactional behaviours, communicate these findings to their
colleagues, as well as inform their approach to curriculum development.
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Susy Macqueen
Australian National University

Co-authors: Christine Phillips, Tina Campbell, Zhengdao Ye, Johanna Rendle-Short, and
Katrina Anderson, Australian National University
Assessing machine translation in use: Trustworthiness and safety of Google Translate
translations in obtaining surgical consent

Healthcare contexts are linguistically and culturally diverse places and some
interactions, such as those seeking consent for surgical procedures, have ethical and
legal consequences. In order to facilitate such interactions in a time-poor environment,
it is likely that clinicians will reach for convenient tools such as Google Translate (GT) for
assistance, despite evidence that it may mistranslate complex medical concepts (Patil &
Davies, 2014). In managing the risks associated with crosslinguistic sociotechnology in
health contexts, theories and methods of language assessment, from the field of applied
linguistics, are a useful resource for investigating the question the effectiveness and
appropriateness of machine-translated, machine-mediated interaction. While prior
studies of machine translation have evaluated static written texts or sentences (e.g.
Taylor, Crichton, Moult, & Gibson, 2015), the study we report on in this presentation
aims to evaluate the trustworthiness of machine translations within the dynamics of
‘high-stakes interactions’, here operationalised as surgical consent interactions. Roleplays between obstetricians and simulated patients with limited English proficiency
were carried out in the process of obtaining surgical consent for Caesarean section. GT
was used to translate between English and two languages, Chinese and Indonesian, and
the GT output was back-translated by human translators. Multiple perspectives were
gathered on the interactions in the form of qualitative evaluations from role-play
participants, health practitioners and bilingual doctors. A grounded theory approach
was taken to build a framework for the assessment of machine translation in use. The
findings contribute a more comprehensive view on the assessment of machine
translation with implications for policy on the use of machine translation in healthcare
contexts.
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Thursday 27 June, 10:10 – 13:15, Bradley Forum, Level 5
PANEL 4
Panel Convener: Philip Kreager
University of Oxford, Institute of Human Sciences, UK

Language, health and anthropological demography:
Local logistics of health-seeking behaviour

Panel synopsis
Papers in this panel address two main problem areas, which are closely related. One, is
that standard demographic categories/measures used in health programmes commonly
do not fit well with people’s language and experience in societies in the ‘developing
world’. The second is that, to improve this situation requires contextualisation of how
people make sense of health in local languages. In other words, we have to study
language in the context of how societies are changing in these places. Once we
understand that, we can comment intelligently on the standard health demography
categories. The three dimensions of such change to be addressed in the panel are closely
related: 1. Sub-population differences which mean that people belong to different social
and economic status groups (with varying family and community organisation, etc) as
they relate to health-seeking behaviour; 2. Generational differences, as people of
different ages in these groups have had different experiences as local societies try to
cope with Western influences; and 3. Languages are changing too, especially as local
languages are invaded by the national language employed in programmes.

Presenters: Philip Kreager, Chan Wan Ting, Samuel J. Clark, Clarissa Surek-Clark and
Raquel Barbosa de Lima
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Philip Kreager
University of Oxford, Institute of Human Sciences, UK
Co-author: Elisabeth Schroeder-Butterfill, Southampton University, UK

Vulnerability across the life course:
Local logistics of health-seeking behavior in rural Indonesia

This contribution draws on a multi-site, longitudinal field study of three communities on
Java and Sumatra, combining two rounds of ethnography and randomized local surveys
in the period 1999-2007. Current restudy provides updated interview data on household
and community networks at the twenty year interval. The presentation focuses on how
health-related vulnerability in later life is structured by events and group relationships
across the life course. The limitations of units and measures employed in conventional
health survey and clinical data are reviewed briefly, as they relate to social structural
and life course variation. Not only observed variations in status and wealth, but their
characteristic expression in everyday discourse, is crucial to understanding different
health outcomes and strategies. By combining linguistic and ethnographic approaches,
and employing them in survey design and analysis, the several constituent groups
making up a community and their differing needs can be specified. Implications for care
provision, for example, and relationships between family and institutional provision, are
clearly articulated by the structure, reputation, and extent of family networks
characteristic of different status groups. Striking variations in these patterns, evident
both within and between communities, have a major bearing on whether adequate
responses exist to vulnerabilities, as they emerge in different groups.
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Chan Wan Ting
Nanyang Technical University, Singapore
Co-authors: František Kratochvíl, Olomouc University, Czech Republic and
Benidiktus Delpada, ARC/Oxford Vulnerabilities Project Alor, Indonesia
Comparing etiologies and treatments of malaria in Alor, Eastern Indonesia

This paper is a case study of the interaction of language, health and disease among the
Abui, a Papuan community of Eastern Indonesia. The motivation for this study are the
pervasive consequences of endemic malaria in this community, which include not only
complications such as cortical blindness, mental retardation, aphasia and pulmonary
failure, but increasing resistance to currently available medical treatment. Anti-malarial
resistance is further aggravated by low compliance to treatment within the Abui
community. Our study investigates the health-seeking behavior of the Abui community
and the cognitive categories that contextualise their behaviour. The study has two
phases. The first consists of long-form unstructured narratives in either Abui or Malay
with a sample of healers on their personal health histories and approach to healing.
Interviews that were conducted in the Abui language tended to yield significantly higher
information that those conducted in Malay, possibly because some specific healthcare
practices are culturally untranslatable and remain unmentioned in the Malay interviews.
The second phase consists of a broad range of interviews focusing on fever conditions,
to map the community structure and knowledge distribution about malaria. The results
show that the Abui classification of various malaria types roughly corresponds to
biomedical classification, but differs radically in etiologies. While less serious conditions
are attributed to fatigue or diet, severe or fatal conditions are often attributed to a
supernatural cause. We discovered an interesting system pairing the names of
conditions with medical plants used for treatment and an elaborate ethical system
linking the symptoms of severe malaria to particular spells. This paper shows how
cultural metaphors help describe and contextualise our experiences by focusing our
attention to culturally-defined deviations of physiological and psychological health
norms and are not always translatable to another language.
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Samuel J. Clark
Department of Sociology & Institute for Population Research,
The Ohio State University, USA
Co-author: Brian Houle, Australian National University, Australia
Field worker effects in interviews about health and epidemiological risk factors

Behavioral and health sciences data collected using interviews are subject to bias from
various sources, including 1) the questionnaire, 2) the interview design, 3) how language
is handled, and 4) individual characteristics of the interviewer, e.g. age, sex, level of
education, or religious affiliation. Our research team has worked closely with the
Agincourt health and demographic surveillance system site (HDSS) in South Africa
conducting behavioral and biomarker studies related to the epidemiological transition,
HIV, non-communicable diseases, verbal autopsy methods, and more. During this work
it has become clear that individual characteristics of interviewers can have a significant
effect on the information they elicit from respondents, especially when the questions
concern sensitive topics such as HIV status or HIV and non-communicable disease risk
factor behavior. In these circumstances the concepts, categories, and measures are
simple and well-understood by all involved, but communication about quantifiable
measures is altered in predictable ways by characteristics of the interviewer. In a study
of what respondents say to fieldworkers related to sexual behavior we discovered that
fieldworker age and sex affect what respondents tell them. These effects are important
and significant and create consequential bias. Similar findings were obtained in another
study of fieldworker-related bias in responses to questions about tobacco and alcohol
consumption. These studies confirm that interviewer characteristics can strongly affect
the responses provided during a typical health sciences interview, but they do not
explain why the responses are affected in the manner we observe. Qualitative work is
necessary to understand why this happens.
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Clarissa Surek-Clark
Department of Sociology, The Ohio State University, USA
Fake deaths and real deaths: training of verbal autopsy fieldworkers

Verbal Autopsy is a recognized method to assess causes of death in the developing world
where vital registration data is scarce. Specialized fieldworkers interview a caregiver of
someone who has died in a particular geographical area. The information that is
collected undergoes further analysis and is ultimately used by governments and
international organizations to inform health and medical policy. This presentation
explores communicative strategies used by South African and Kenyan fieldworkers while
training newcomers into their teams. Personal characteristics such as age, gender,
relative prestige intersect with linguistic features such as language choice and register.
During the interaction, a “stereotypical death” is constructed among participants and
we see the development of empathy and communicative competence. Select data from
actual Verbal Autopsy interviews allow us to see the extent real life interviews resemble
the teachings from training.
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Raquel Barbosa de Lima
Ministry of Health of Brazil, Secretariat of Health Surveillance, Department of NCD
Surveillance and Health Promotion, Brazil
Solving the garbage code mystery

In Brazil, mortality coverage recorded by the Ministry of Health exceeds 90%. A Mortality
Information System (MIS) has been in use to compile causes of death for the entire
country. Since 1975 the National Ministry of Health has maintained this system, which
reports approximately 1.3 million deaths annually. Research on the Global Burden of
Disease focuses on improving the accuracy of death cause statistics by categorizing
disease groups into causes of death. In this subfield, the term “Garbage Codes” refers to
causes that cannot serve as underlying causes of death. In Brazil, approximately 33% of
deaths received a “garbage code” as their cause of death in 2015, a percentage that has
remained constant throughout the last decade. This presentation describes the
investigative process carried out in a 2015 pilot study in seven Brazilian cities to address
ill-defined causes of death identified in garbage codes. A multi-pronged investigative
process including review of hospital and medical records, post-mortem investigative
services, and interviews with the family of the deceased led to a decrease in the number
of deaths categorized by garbage codes in these cities, thus serving as an interesting
laboratory where epidemiology, demography and communication intersect.
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Thursday 27 June, 11:35 – 13:15, H6-03
PANEL 5
Panel Convener: Caroline Fryer
University of South Australia, Australia
Finding voice in ethical practice:
An example from physiotherapy practice and education

Panel synopsis
The healthcare landscape in Australia and internationally is becoming increasingly
complex for both clients and health professionals to navigate. Greater cultural and
linguistic diversity of communities and organisations, system constraints on the
provision of care and extended scopes of practice all contribute to a working context
where physiotherapists are experiencing challenging ethical issues in their everyday
practice. Within this contemporary landscape, physiotherapists need to have the
capacity to both understand and enact their ethical obligations as health professionals.
This panel will explore the notion that a capacity to articulate ethics is necessary but not
sufficient to fulfil ethical obligations as a health professional. The topic will be unpacked
in three parts. First, we will explore an understanding of ethical practice as both an
individual and a social process in healthcare. Perspectives on the potential constraint of
workplace culture on moral agency and the communicative expertise required to
overcome it, from the literature and from our own experiences of teaching and clinical
practice, will be discussed. Secondly, we will present the findings from research with
Australian physiotherapists that explored their perspectives on the integral role of
communication in ethical practice, and we will relate how this has informed the revision
of a professional association’s code of conduct. Thirdly, we will share the content and
evaluation of an active learning approach conducted with physiotherapy students to
build capacity in the communication skills needed to be moral agents on their clinical
placements and after graduation. The panel presentation will finish with an opportunity
for questions and discussion.
The three panel presenters share expertise from a deeper connection than a shared
academic interest, as they are all experienced physiotherapists who are working
together to enhance the capacity of student physiotherapists to be ethical practitioners
during training and as professional graduates.

Presenters: Ian Edwards, Caroline Fryer and Gisela Van Kessel
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Ian Edwards
University of South Australia, Australia
From individual to social ethical reasoning

Sen and Nussbaum in their critiques of Rawls’ Theory of Justice propose that it is
insufficient to outline what justice is if this does not include actual accounts of the
choices and freedoms that people have, or don’t have, to exercise such rights to justice.
There is a parallel in healthcare practice. Healthcare practitioners may know their ethical
obligations as expressed in Codes of Conduct. They may understand the ethical
principles and theories underpinning these codes. However, there can often be a
disconnect between such ethical knowledge and the capability or freedom of
practitioners, in particular contexts and scenarios, to act according to these ethical
obligations. One part of this disconnect is that universal ethical theories and collective
ethical and professional obligations are expressed in a form that requires practitioners
in professional practice to uphold them via an individual ethical decision-making
process, not unlike diagnostic reasoning. However, workplaces are also cultures where
the meanings and values of care are shaped by the vagaries and pressures of daily
practice. Power and rank, conflict and emotion play out in workplaces, influencing
practitioners, for good or ill, in their ethical capability to meet what they otherwise know
as their ethical and professional obligations. This presentation will draw on
contemporary examples of workplace culture influencing the breakdown of ethical care,
to support the proposed understanding of ethical reasoning and decision-making as
both individual and social processes.
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Caroline Fryer
University of South Australia, Australia
Talking about ethics:
Support and skills in everyday Australian physiotherapy practice

Physiotherapists are facing increasingly complex professional challenges in their work.
The individual practitioner-client interaction is being influenced by externally-imposed
pathways of care, increasing diversity in client populations, and growing competition in
the healthcare ‘marketplace’. Simultaneously, there has been an increase in complaints
made against registered health professionals to the national registration body in
Australia. A study was conducted to investigate how Australian physiotherapists
perceive, interpret and respond to ethical issues in their everyday practice. Focus groups
were conducted with physiotherapists (n=88) from 16 national special interest groups.
This presentation will focus on two of the five themes developed: ‘balancing diverse
needs and expectation’ and ‘talking about ethics’. Examples will be provided of
situations where physiotherapists struggled to understand and incorporate the needs of
different stakeholders. Talking with colleagues about ethical issues when they occurred
in the workplace was a way for physiotherapists to mentor and support each other’s
reasoning in these ethical situations, and to build their personal agency in the
workplace. This contrasted to physiotherapists’ use of codes of conduct which were
perceived as foundational guidance for professional and ethical behaviour but less
helpful to support their capability in ethical practice when situations occurred. The study
findings informed development of a new code of conduct for the Australian
Physiotherapy Association (2018) that is available online as an interactive document. It
aims to extend the profession’s guidance beyond knowledge of principles to build
capacity in communicative expertise needed for physiotherapists to negotiate and have
agency in their professional practice.
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Gisela Van Kessel
University of South Australia, Australia
Helping students find their voice for their professional practice

Physiotherapy students undertake several clinical placements as part of their training.
These real-world healthcare experiences expose students to ethical situations that occur
in everyday physiotherapy practice. While students can recognise, through a sense of
unease, that a situation is ‘not right’, they lack the language to reason and manage these
situations within a social context, and to articulate and explain their responses.
Educators are required to support students to learn the theoretical knowledge and
language of healthcare ethics, and to gain the communicative expertise needed to both
understand the ethical decisions of others and be able to disseminate their own. A
deficit in ethical decision-making knowledge and communication expertise can block
students’ ability to recognise the often ‘hidden’ perspectives and norms in the
workplace which can lead to students not being able to voice their dissent to unethical
workplace cultures, with consequent risk of them acting as silent bystanders to
unacceptable practices. In order to build the capacity of physiotherapy students for
ethical practice, students are taught a language of ethics and relevant communication
skills for moral agency such as Socratic questioning and conflict management. A teaching
approach will be presented that has been demonstrated to be effective in changing
students’ social reasoning ability. The presentation will include examples of students’
cognitive maps that demonstrate how, on course completion, students integrate
communication into their conceptualisation of what ethical practice entails.
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Friday 28 June, 10:20 – 12:00, Bradley Forum, Level 5
PANEL 6
Panel Convener: Jonathan Crichton
University of South Australia, Australia
Navigating without maps:
Communicative expertise in psychiatry, aged care and care-in-place

Panel synopsis
In the context of accelerating complexity in healthcare provision, there are increasing
demands on the communicative expertise required of practitioners, clients and their
families to navigate the processes involved (Iedema et al. 2015). This panel focuses on
three examples that illustrate the need for research that explores the nature of this
communicative expertise with a view to informing training and support.
The first paper focuses on how psychiatrists and people experiencing thought disorder
with delusions navigate the complexities of talk that arise in the context of the clinical
interview. Thought disorder is exceptional in not having a clinical or training literature
on communication between clinicians and patients associated with it, and more
generally there is a need for research to inform practitioner training for the psychiatric
interview (Galletly & Crichton, 2011). The second paper examines how nurses and direct
care workers develop methods on the ground (Garfinkel, 1967) to navigate interactions
whose trajectories are not anticipated in care literature or training. There is an
increasing and urgent need for research that investigates the nature of such
communicative expertise and how it can be included in training and support. The third
paper explores how a daughter navigates the multiple and potentially competing
narrative trajectories (Riessman, 2008) that arise in supporting her mother with
dementia through the transition from care-in-place to long-term care. This is an area
where research, training and support have not kept up with the policy shifts towards
ageing-in-place.
The panel presenters bring an interdisciplinary focus (applied linguistic, psychiatric, age
care, speech pathology) and a shared interest in research that can enhance
understandings and approaches to developing the communicative expertise of
practitioners and supporting clients and their families.

Presenters: Jonathan Crichton, Fiona O’Neil and Jessica Young
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Jonathan Crichton
University of South Australia, Australia
Co-authors: David Ash, University of Adelaide, Australia;
Shaun Sweeney, University of Adelaide, Australia;
Cherrie Galletly, University of Adelaide, Australia
Navigating the psychiatric interview in the context of thought disorder

The paper draws on a three-year, collaborative study that investigated the
communicative expertise used by psychiatrists in clinical interviews involving people
experiencing thought disorder. Thought disorder is a common symptom in psychotic
disorders such as schizophrenia and, as with the other major mental illnesses, the
interview is still the primary means of assessment. However, thought disorder is
exceptional in not having a clinical or training literature on communication between
clinicians and patients associated with it (Galletly & Crichton, 2011). This paper focuses
on how psychiatrists and people experiencing thought disorder with delusions navigate
the complexities of talk that arise in the context of the clinical interview.
The methodology involved recording and transcribing twenty-eight routine clinical
interviews involving eleven patients with thought disorder and five psychiatrists. The
analysis draws on ongoing, iterative/reflexive discussion among the project team (an
applied linguist, two psychiatrists and a clinical mental health social worker) to seek
mutual understanding of the communicative expertise that psychiatrists draw on in the
interviews.
We argue that this involving the psychiatrist strategically recognising, interpreting and
responding to the patient in light of particular ‘cues’ (Gumperz, 1982, 1992) within the
unfolding talk. We suggest that these processes are central to the communicative
expertise required to create and maintain rapport with the patient while guiding the
trajectory of the interview according to the clinical agenda.
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Fiona O’Neill
University of South Australia, Australia
Co-author: Helen Loffler, Helping Hand Aged Care, Australia
Navigating whole of person care as communicative expertise in direct care:
A narrative study in aged care

In the context of residential aged care, language is crucial to how care is conceptualised,
enacted and communicated. In Australia and internationally, clients increasingly present
with highly complex health profiles, often including cognitive decline and dementia. In
addition, both clients and staff, many of whom are from migrant backgrounds (Fine &
Mitchell, 2007; Hugo, 2007, 2009), bring diverse linguistic and cultural resources to both
creating and interpreting meaning in care interactions. This creates complexities for all
involved as there may be different understandings of how such interactions should
unfold, and ultimately how care is successfully accomplished. There is an increasing and
urgent need for need for research that investigates the nature of such communicative
expertise and how it can be included in training (Scarino, O’Neill & Crichton, 2016). This
paper presents findings from a narrative study in residential aged care which explored
how nurses and direct care workers develop methods on the ground (Garfinkel, 1967)
to navigate interactions whose trajectories are not anticipated in care literature or
training. Drawing on Mattingly (1998) and Crichton & Koch (2007, 2011), we argue that
the collaborative creation of shared personal narratives provides ways of navigating
complex, unexpected and unpredictable trajectories of talk which are fundamental to
the communicative expertise of the professionals involved in providing direct care. The
presentation will be illustrated with video extracts from the data.
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Jessica Young
University of South Australia, Australia / Western University, Canada
Co-authors: Christopher Lind, Flinders University, Australia; J. B. Orange,
Western University, Canada
Navigating non-linear narratives along the dementia care continuum:
An unplanned and unpredictable transition into long-term care

Ageing-in-place is increasingly seen as a solution to the growing need to address
contemporary demands on care created by ageing populations (Hugo, 2009). However,
there is currently limited research on the communicative expertise required of people
to navigate the processes involved. This narrative-based inquiry, informed by Riessman
(2008) and Mattingly and Garro (2000), presents one daughter’s account of supporting
her mother with dementia throughout permanent transition to long-term care (LTC).
The current study is supported by conversation analytic analysis of triadic interactions
among the researcher, daughter and mother.
Findings show multiple and competing narrative trajectories are at play throughout the
care continuum. Alongside personal narratives (i.e., viewing herself as ‘full-time
professional caregiver’), the daughter routinely oriented to an ageing-in-place narrative
(i.e., to age successfully older adults should remain in their own homes, and out of LTC)
in order to access the services her mother required. Yet, despite the increased access to
services this orientation afforded, unexpected and unpredictable ‘critical moments’
(Candlin, 2000; Holland & Thompson, 2009) affected how she aligned to and navigated
through this narrative. Some critical moments in the care continuum permitted the
daughter to maintain her orientation to the ageing-in-place narrative (i.e., change of
‘place’ within the community, such as downsizing or cohabiting with family), whereas
others sat in direct tension with it (i.e., change of ‘place’ represented by transition to
LTC).
When such tensions arose, the daughter abandoned the trajectory of the ageing-inplace narrative and adopted new narrative directions (e.g., LTC as best and safest
option) and/or redirected, extended or adapted existing narratives (e.g., maintain role
as full-time professional caregiver if conceptualised as ‘same job, different tasks’). We
present supporting evidence of the daughter orienting to, and re-orienting her mother
to, these narratives in and through talk-in-interaction.
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Friday 28 June, 10:20 – 12:00, H6-03
PANEL 7
Panel Convener: Jennifer Watermeyer
Health Communication Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Complexity and context in interactional health care spaces

Panel synopsis
Complexity is an inherent, dynamic part of health systems and of care itself, yet its
theoretical and empirical basis is not well understood. The notion of complexity (as a set
of processes and objects that interact with each other) has typically been studied at the
level of health systems, rather than at an interactional level. Health interactions are
particularly complex, as a result of factors such as the topic (which may be sensitive or
involve bad news), asymmetries between patient and health professional, the level of
information to be conveyed (which may include uncertainty or risk), the need to balance
expectations and agendas, and the ‘business’ of decision making, to name a few.
Language and cultural differences may add additional layers of complexity.
Because care is complex, institutions need to be explicit and mindful about the
components of care. Thus, analysing communication practice might have considerable
value in understanding and improving care. Given the acknowledged need to focus on
ways of using research to understand barriers to healthcare and improve care practices,
a broader conceptualisation of complexity at the interactional level seems necessary.
The ‘macro’ institutional and societal contexts may add significant additional layers of
complexity that play out in the ‘micro’ elements of clinical interactions.
In this panel, we will present some interactional data from several South African
healthcare studies that have prompted us to engage more deeply with notions of
complexity and consider how complexity theory might have applicability at an
interactional level. Drawing together different kinds of data from multiple sources, we
will consider in more detail how the context may contribute to observed interactional
complexity. We will also describe some analytical paradoxes and dilemmas that we have
encountered in our analysis.

Presenters: Jennifer Watermeyer, Johanna Beukes and Rhona Nattrass
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Rhona Nattrass
Health Communication Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Co-authors: Jennifer Watermeyer and Tom Koole
Anatomy of a complex call: The case of an axe murder

In an emergency call, the caller must establish a need for medical assistance and the call
taker needs to trust that the request is genuine. Sometimes interactional events lead to
misalignment where participants doubt each other and/or the legitimacy of the
reported situation. In this paper, we will focus on a call made to an Emergency Medical
Service (EMS) in South Africa, requesting medical assistance at the scene of a family axe
murder. The data comprises a series of recorded interactions between caller, call taker
and dispatchers and draws from the call taker’s testimony in court. Features of interest
include inconsistent focus on and repair of the location (“where”) versus the incident
(“what.”) In particular we will show how the caller’s absence of urgency and emotion
results in a loss of credibility and leads the call taker to suspect a hoax call. The
combination of these features contributes to call complexity and a lack of coherence for
the call taker. We demonstrate how complexity of this call is co-constructed between all
participants and how the cascade of events is compounded by problems of system,
context and interpersonal factors. We reflect on the high burden of responsibility placed
on the call taker and the consequences of getting it wrong.
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Jennifer Watermeyer
Health Communication Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Co-authors: Megan Scott and Tina-Marie Wessels
The ethical dilemmas of video-recording complex health interactions: A case study
Video-recorded healthcare interactions provide important opportunities for research
and service improvement. This method may however bring about ethical tensions
especially when recording sensitive topics. Contextual influences such as
socioeconomic, linguistic and literacy factors, as well as the broader healthcare system
may create further complexities. Subsequent reflection may compel the researcher to
engage in ethical deliberations. Scarce literature exists on the ethics of collecting videorecorded healthcare data in diverse settings. In this paper, we present experiences from
a South African study of genetic counselling interactions which made use of videorecordings to understand communicative processes between genetic specialists and
patients. A case study of a complex interaction (involving a mother who was unaware
prior to her consultation that her child had a diagnosis of Down syndrome) is used to
highlight some of the ethical tensions that arose particularly relating to participant
recruitment and data collection. The case also highlights interactional complexities such
as language and literacy barriers, conveying sensitive information and breaking bad
news through the assistance of an interpreter, and how the failings of the broader public
healthcare system impact on the interaction. We offer some reflections on videorecordings as a research method, as well as contextual and process considerations.
These recommendations may be especially important to areas involving sensitive and
emotionally-charged interactions that occur in complex healthcare settings, so as to
ensure minimal harm and disruption to participants, healthcare professionals and
researchers.
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Johanna Beukes
Health Communication Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Co-authors: Jennifer Watermeyer and Tom Koole
Emergency calls, conflict and complexity

Emergency medical services (EMS) particularly in the South African healthcare sector are
plagued by complexity as a result of challenges related to resource and staff constraints,
poor infrastructure, high patient volumes, and often being criticised for their inability to
provide equal service for all. The emergency call centre is no exception. The sociocultural influences of the uniquely local multilingual and multicultural context add to
this complexity and may create tensions between callers seeking emergency assistance
and call takers, resulting in interactional conflict. In this paper, we present the
interactional characteristics of conflict identified in a database of approximately 200
recorded South African emergency calls. Using purposive sampling, audio recordings
were selected which contained overt signs of potential conflict, and analysed using a
Conversation Analytic approach. This data was supplemented with ethnographic and
focus group data collected at the same site. Conflict in itself is a complex interactional
phenomenon. This paper will explore both the topic of conflict and the context of
conflict in EMS calls. The “micro” interactional characteristics of the signs of potential
conflict in EMS calls are explored in conjunction with the “macro” contextual factors that
play a potentially related role in contributing to interactional conflict.
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Friday 28 June, 10:20 – 12:00, H6-09
PANEL 8
Panel Convener: Robyn Woodward-Kron
University of Melbourne, Australia
Teaching, learning and researching clinical communication in health
professions’ education

Panel synopsis
Clinical communication is well established as a central component of clinical skills
training in medical school curricula (von Fragstein et al. 2008; Brown 2008), with the
Australian Medical Council including communication skills as an element requiring
comprehensive coverage (Australian Medical Council 2009). A number of health
profession accreditation bodies including audiology, speech pathology, and
physiotherapy acknowledge the importance of clinical communication in the
curriculum; however, learning, teaching, and assessment of clinical communication
tends to be less well established in these disciplines. While clinical communication
curriculum and pedagogy in medicine can inform curriculum development in other
health professions, health professions’ educators need to be aware of its conceptual
limitations, including the narrow focus on history taking and task orientation, and the
emphasis on assessing students’ competence in the controlled setting of an Objective
Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE). Such evaluation measures arguably provide only
limited insight into student communicative behaviour and the effectiveness of their
communication with patients, or other health professionals.
One aim of this interdisciplinary panel is to raise educator awareness about the scope
of learner health professional communication, including the range of communication
activities, the defining disciplinary communication tasks, inter and intraprofessional
communication, and intercultural communication. A second aim is to raise awareness
about the benefits of researching authentic learner health professional-patient/client
interactions and health-professional inter and intraprofessional communication to
inform both pedagogy and professional development needs. Panel contributor research
approaches include discourse analysis by clinician researchers to examine authentic
interactions in learner settings. Each contributor considers the implications for
curriculum, pedagogy and professional development, within as well as beyond the
disciplinary boundaries of each health profession represented.
Presenters: Samantha Tai, Susan Philip and Nayia Cominos
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Samantha Tai
University of Melbourne, Australia

Co-authors: Caitlin Bar and Robyn Woodward-Kron, University of Melbourne
Towards patient-centred communication:
An observational study of supervised audiology student-patient hearing assessments

Patient-centred communication is beginning to gain a place in audiology education.
However, audiology students continue to report feeling ill-prepared when counselling
patients regarding their hearing impairment. To gain an understanding of students’
clinical communication skills, this study had two interconnected aims. The first was to
explore how audiology students co-construct hearing assessments with patients while
supervised by a clinical educator. The second was to investigate how students’
communication aligns with principles of patient-centred communication. Studentpatient-clinical educator hearing appointments were video-recorded and transcribed.
Genre analysis, a form of discourse analysis, was carried out to identify the structure
and communication patterns. The six-function model of medical communication (de
Haes & Bensing 2009) was adapted as an analytical framework to map students’ patientcentred communication. Twenty-three final year audiology students from two
Australian universities participated in the study.
The generic structure of the hearing assessments were the main stages of taking a
history, providing a diagnosis, and initiating management plans. For patient-centred
communication functions, students demonstrated their ability to foster the relationship
and gather information. The communication functions of decision-making, enablement
and responding to patients’ emotions were rarely observed. A significant relationship
was found between clinical educators’ interjection as a function of students’ patientcentred communication tendencies. To enhance students’ patient-centred
communication, teaching should include explaining and planning as well as addressing
additional aspects of patient-centred communication. Support of clinical educators
could optimise students’ communication skills learning.
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Susan Philip
University of Melbourne and Victoria University, Australia

Co-authors: Co-authors: Elizabeth Manias, University of Melbourne and
Deakin University, Australia
and Robyn Woodward-Kron, University of Melbourne, Australia
Overseas qualified nurses’ communication with other nurses and
health professionals: An Australian observational study

Numerous studies have investigated the transitioning experiences and intercultural
communication needs of overseas qualified nurses (OQNs) from non-English speaking
backgrounds working in English speaking workplaces. We know of no observational
studies examining OQNs’ intra and interprofessional communication. This paper
examines OQNs’ interprofessional and intraprofessional communication. The study
design was qualitative using participant observation and discourse analysis. A
communication framework was developed which was used to identify communication
activities or goals and their associated clinical and communication tasks, as well as
contextual factors. We also analysed interpersonal aspects of the observed interactions.
Thirteen OQNs working in acute, sub-acute and interventional cardiology in one
Australian metropolitan hospital participated. The majority of the intra and
interprofessional interactions occurred as part of the communication goal of
coordinating care, and minimally when facilitating interventions. The communication
activities ranged from structured interactions with use of communication tools to
unstructured, ad hoc interactions. Analysis of the discourse patterns demonstrated that
the quality of the interactions was negatively impacted by some OQNs’ hesitancy, lack
of assertiveness, and few strategies to manage inadequate or aggressive communication
by other team members. Positive, interpersonal interactions with laughter, codeswitching, and small talk were evident in interactions with nurses from similar cultural
backgrounds but were rare with local colleagues. The findings show variation in the
OQNs’ communicative competency, showing that OQNs’ communication training needs
are diverse as well as multi-faceted. With the growing multicultural nature of healthcare
teams, this study underscores the need for intercultural communication training for
team integration and patient safety.
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Nayia Cominos
University of South Australia, Australia
Co-authors: Kerry Thoirs, Giordana Cross, Jane Coffee and Rowena Harper, University
of South Australia, Australia
Teaching communication across clinical professions:
A flexible, adaptable and experiential model

The topic addresses three major issues for Australian health educators, how to: (1) raise
student awareness of clinical communication skills, (2) teach key specific communication
skills common to a range of clinical professionals appropriate to the Australian health
context, and (3) achieve this in a cost-effective and time-efficient manner. It describes
an innovative methodology for resource development and application to medical,
nursing, and allied health professionals, addressing a number of conference themes (see
above).
The presentation showcases a collaborative, cross-disciplinary methodology for
developing and evaluating clinical communication resources for local and CALD
students, demonstrates the application of one of the resources, and invites discussion
on the potential for a national, cross-institutional, multidisciplinary approach to
describing and teaching clinical communication.
Clinical educators in 14 disciplines were surveyed to identify key communication
objectives important for pre-clinical learning in their allied health programs, using the
61 European Health Professionals Core Communication Curriculum descriptors
(Bachmann et al. 2013). A multi-disciplinary team of clinical educators and two language
educators developed rubrics to describe the skills. The result is a suite of adaptable
online and face-to-face resources for teaching and assessing clinical competence,
structured using Miller’s pyramid (Miller 1990), which represents the diversity of
clinicians and patients, and is usable across the three Schools of the UniSA Division of
Health sciences.
The resources have been evaluated in three disciplines – midwifery, podiatry, and social
work - and used in workshops for clinical supervisors and facilitators. Feedback has been
positive, and a number of the resources have subsequently been integrated into
preparatory clinical placement workshops.
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Wednesday 26 June 2019, 12:05 – 12:35, Room H6-09

Neda Akbari
Department of Medical Education, The University of Melbourne, Australia
Co-author: Robyn Woodward-Kron, Department of Medical Education, University of
Melbourne, Australia
Doctor perspectives and experiences of doctor-patient communication
in a post-Soviet setting

Much of the research on intercultural doctor-patient communication has been
conducted in Western settings in which a patient-centred approach to healthcare and
communication is valued. While studies have reported interactional patterns of
intercultural communication in these settings, including socio-cultural and linguistic
factors that contribute to miscommunication, less is known about challenges of
intercultural doctor-patient communication in non-Western settings. The aim of this
study was to examine from the perspective of Ukrainian doctors, their experiences and
challenges of doctor-patient communication with English speaking patients.
The study design is qualitative, using interviews with 15 Ukrainian trained doctors from
two international clinics with English speaking patients in Kiev, Ukraine. The data were
analysed thematically and interpreted with reference to the de Haes and Bensing (2009)
six-function model of medical communication.
A major theme was the intersection between local and global influences on the doctors’
communication with their patients. Local factors included lack of clinical communication
training, Soviet era ideologies pervading relations between patients and doctors
including lack of patient trust, while global factors were internet informed patients, and
patient expectations of patient-centred communication. Participants reported the
provision of information as an important function of medical communication, but there
was less emphasis on other communication goals such as fostering the relationship or
decision-making. The doctors face major communication as well as societal barriers to
delivering safe and effective care. The findings will inform the development of a clinical
communication curriculum at a Kiev medical school as well as identify priorities for
professional development.
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Wednesday 26 June 2019, 15:30 – 16:00, Room H6-09

Michael Arribas-Ayllon
Cardiff University, UK
Co-author: Katherine Shelton and Angus Clarke, Cardiff University, UK
Professionals’ accounts of genetic testing in adoption

Recent advances in genetic technologies are changing the ways in which professionals
understand and tolerate diagnostic uncertainties. A case in point is the use of more
sensitive diagnostic testing in adoption. Chromosome microarray testing is now the firstline investigation for identifying a likely cause of a child’s developmental, learning and
behavioural difficulties. While improving clinical diagnosis, microarray also increases the
yield of clinically uncertain findings. In this paper, we explore social workers’ and
medical advisors’ accounts of genetic testing in adoption. Twenty professionals working
in adoption services in Wales and England participated in this study. Semi-structured
interviews gathered detailed accounts of retrospective cases involving genetic testing in
pre-adoption. Social workers were inclined to adopt an essentialist (single gene) model
to discuss past cases of testing. They assumed that genetic testing was a generic
procedure for detecting the presence or absence of a specific aetiology, the results of
which were believed to be definitive and mutually exclusive. By contrast, medical
advisors were circumspect and agnostic about the meaning of results, especially in
relation to chromosomal microarray testing. Whereas social workers believed that
genetic testing provided clarity in assessment and therefore assisted adoption, medical
advisors emphasised the uncertainties of testing and the possibility of misleading
prospective adopters. Social workers and medical advisors have different
understandings about the clinical utility of genetic testing. These findings have
implications for social work training and enabling effective communication between
adoption services and prospective adopters.
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Thursday 27 June 2019, 11:35 – 12:05, Room H6-12

Nobert Ombati Basweti
University of Nairobi, Kenya
The interplay of institutional exigencies in the traditional sociocultural belief system
on illness and the conventional medicine in the Gusii medical consultation:
An extended pragma-dialectical exploration of medical disputes

During a medical consultation, doctors engages the patients in a shared decision-making
process in conformity to the institutional constraints of conventional medicine such as
patient-centredness, evidence-based medicine etc. In resolving the differences of
opinion which may arise in the medical encounters, the doctor and the patient are
formally and informally obliged to abide by the institutional requirements to effectively
and reasonably resolve the disputes. The paper explores how the informal institutional
preconditions of the traditional Gusii sociocultural belief system on illness interact with
the formal ethical preconditions of conventional medicine to account for argumentative
manoeuvres of Gusii doctors and Gusii patients during the medical encounters. The
case-based qualitative empirical study employs the pragma-dialectical method of
analysis and evaluation to examines the interlocutors’ patterns of argumentation in in
resolving differences of opinion in transcripts of audio recordings of simulated
consultations involving Gusii doctors and Gusii simulated patients (SPs) in a public
teaching and referral hospital in southwestern Kenya. The paper suggests a prototypical
argumentative pattern of the Gusii medical consultation with pragmatic argumentation
as the basic argumentation, in differences of opinion with or without cultural
preference. The Gusii sociocultural preferences and macro contextual circumstance of
the medical consultation influences the choice of symptomatic and further pragmatic
argumentation as support argumentation. The findings suggest the importance of
cultural sensitivity to the argumentative manoeuvres aimed at strategically resolving
disputes during the consultation for sustainable and improved healthcare in
southwestern Kenya.
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Patient preferences for receiving genomic test results
Genomic testing to identify new cancer treatments is entering mainstream clinical
medicine. Genomic results are potentially extensive and highly complex. As well as the
sought-after findings, results can identify variants which predict disease risks which
were not expected; are of uncertain significance; or may impact on blood relatives. The
PIGeOn (Psycho-social Issues in Genomic Oncology) Project consists of two longitudinal
mixed-method studies which examine psychosocial, behavioural and ethical issues in
genomic testing for cancer. Both cohorts are asked to complete questionnaires and a
subset are asked to participate in interviews at three time points. One cohort consists
of 1000 patients with advanced cancer who undergo Molecular Tumour Profiling in
order to identify cognate therapies. Baseline qualitative data is presented here.
Participants were purposively sampled until theoretical saturation was achieved.
Interviews were taped and transcribed, then coded according to thematic analysis.
Participants were asked about how they would like to receive their genomic results, and
what information should be given. Twenty participants were interviewed. Most
participants wanted their results returned in a staggered format, with cancer-related
information prioritised. Participants were divided regarding the need to report findings
which were not actionable. While variants of uncertain significance were regretted,
participants experienced these philosophically in the context of the uncertainty of the
cancer trajectory. They were keen for ongoing analysis and patient follow-up to occur.
Return of genomic results in clinical oncology should be done with consideration of the
patient’s priorities and their ability to process a large amount of information at once.
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Using social media to search for medical information encourages patients to actively
participate in medical decision-making

Objectives: The objective was to examine the influence of the health information
obtained from social media has on patients’ preference to actively participate in medical
decision-making.
Methods: The patients admitted to the cardiology inpatient unit in the Department of
Internal Medicine were invited to participate in this study. We used Control Preference
Scale to estimate each patient’s preference to play an active role, a collaborative role,
or a passive role in medical decision-making. We conducted multivariate logistic
regression for examining the association between “gathering health information from
social media” and “playing an active role in medical decision-making”, by including the
confounding variables which have an association with the outcome variable with a p
value of less than .30.
Results: 156 patients participated in this study. Patients who gathered health
information related to coronary artery disease from social media were more likely to
play an active role in medical decision-making (OR=2.85, p=.04). Furthermore, the odds
of patients with one-year increment of their age for playing an active role in medical
decision-making was decreased approximately by 6.20% (OR=0.94, p=.01), and patients
cared for by Physician C preferred to play an active role as compared to other physicians
(OR=5.37, p=.04).
Conclusions: Although health information gathered from social media may have been
discussed and validated by one’s companions on social media, there is no guarantee that
the health information is correct. Future studies may be focused on how information
seekers use modern information technology to gather correct health information.
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Negotiation and (shared) decision-making between doctor and patient in the
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) context

With medical information easily available, doctors nowadays need more evidence to
convince their patient to a particular treatment plan which might not be agreed by the
patient initially. It is found that Western Medical doctors often use evidence from
medical reports to persuade their patients to follow the designated treatment plan
(Slade et al., 2015). However, evidence from laboratory tests is often unavailable in the
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) context and thus doctors will need to rely on other
strategies to convince the patients. Jin and Tay (2017) suggested that a holistic
treatment plan is often more readily acceptable by the patient. Rooted in traditional
Chinese culture, the essence of TCM treatment is to maintain a balance among various
body conditions (e.g. wet vs. dry; hot vs. cold conditions). Cold body conditions are
related to digestive problems while wet conditions are related to excretory problems;
different body conditions are related closely with one another. When the patient
presents himself as having a stomach problem, the TCM doctor will suggest a treatment
plan that does not actually target at the stomach, but the maintenance of an overall
balanced body condition by modulating the cold vs. hot conditions, and the wet vs. dry
conditions of the patient’s body. Based on 20 hours of conversations between TCM
doctors and their patients in the diagnostic interviews, this study explores how doctors
negotiate with their patients to arrive at a mutual agreement on medication based on
their common shared knowledge on holism and body conditions.
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The consequences of diverse empathic responses in nurse-patient interactions:
A discourse analysis

Background: Empathy in healthcare interactions has been a focus of considerable
research since the 1980s, and discourse analysis has been used more recently to identify
how empathy is accomplished in interactions between healthcare professionals and
their patients. However, there has been little research examining naturally occurring
nurse/patient interactions, particularly with a view to identifying the consequences of
varied displays of empathy.
Method: A case study exploration of interactions using discourse analysis from an
interactional sociolinguistic approach to examine and describe the interactional
consequences of empathy by two nurses using a schema of professional responses.
Results: The consequence of empathic responses by the nurse was an extended
interaction with numerous affiliative replies by both parties, showing evidence of good
rapport and a therapeutic relationship. This is compared to an interaction where
minimal empathic responses are evident. The interaction with the patient is cut short
with a quick return to the clinical agenda after a momentary acknowledgement of the
patient’s concern. Where empathy is minimal, the patient does not elaborate on
concerns, thereby limiting the building of rapport and trust. The display of empathy has
been linked to patient satisfaction and improved patient outcomes (Stewart et al., 2000;
Roter et al., 2006).
Conclusions: Examining natural nurse-patient interactions allows for a greater
understanding of the consequences of various communicative approaches and levels of
engagement. Awareness of how to communicate empathy with patients can enable the
development of stronger communicative competence of health professionals,
enhancing professional practice and patient satisfaction.
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A multi-disciplinary approach to improving communication between health
professionals and Aboriginal people who have been diagnosed with cancer
The pilot project being presented describes a new approach to dealing with an old
problem – how to best communicate with Aboriginal people about cancer to improve
quality of life and treatment acceptance and outcomes. Its innovation is its collaborative
and cross-disciplinary approach, notably: (i) a multi-disciplinary team comprised of a
respected Aboriginal leader and researcher, a consultant oncology clinician and ethicist,
an epidemiologist, a clinical psychologist specialising in rural health and psychooncology, and a linguist specialising in clinical communication, (ii) full and transparent
collaboration and processes with clinicians and clients, and (ii) the description and
identification of new narratives of illness experience.
Data will be collected via semi-structured interviews with Aboriginal people diagnosed
with cancer and health professionals involved in their care, to map themes and
metaphors for cancer and cancer treatment, identify discourses and narratives which
are meaningful to Aboriginal people in their engagement with cancer counselling and
treatment, and align these with clinical best practice. The findings of the research will
be used to create evidence-based digital training material, modules, and other resources
to support health professionals to work in a culturally appropriate and effective ways
with Aboriginal people affected by cancer.
The presentation will begin with a brief overview of the project, followed by examples
of initial findings from the data analysis, and will conclude with an invitation for feedback
and discussion with the presentation participants.
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The social meanings and voices of medical records

This paper argues that medical records can be a domain for communication analysis. As
material-discursive and polyphonic artefacts involved in complex ensamples of
interpersonal interactions, they are part of processes of social identity formations and
constructions of epistemologies. A particular focus will be placed on how, and if, patient
records facilitate or hinder the inclusion of patient voices and on how these records
become decoded and ‘negotiated’ as socially meaningful by patients.
The paper adopts a three-tier analytical/theoretical approach to exploring patient
records as documents that mediate the interaction between different health
professional groups and patients/relatives: Patient records as 1) polyphonic artefacts, 2)
discursive practices which include and exclude and 3) actors of negotiated social identity
constructions. This combines a narratological approach with Bakhtin’s understanding of
voices and dialogues in texts, Laclau’s discourse theory on antagonistic relations
between forms of knowledge and Hall’s encoding/decoding model of communication in
analyzing how parents negotiate and ascribe meaning to the records.
Illustrating examples will be drawn from data material comprising of patient records of
children diagnosed with autism and think-aloud interviews with the parents of these
children.
In conclusion, the paper points towards how these perspectives can contribute to
adopting a new approach to understanding patient records as a mediating factor in the
interaction between central actors in health communication. Patient records therefore
gain a social life that goes beyond a narrow medical focus on diagnosis and objective
scientific recording of treatment and patient experiences.
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Genetic professional-parent-child interactions in genetic counselling encounters for
SADS in Hong Kong

This paper examines triadic interactions with minors (children and adolescents) in
genetic counselling for Sudden Arrhythmic Death Syndrome (SADS) in Hong Kong. Most
discourse research on interactions with children have been conducted in pediatric
encounters (Cahill & Papageorgiou, 2007). In genetic counselling, the involvement of
minors poses specific ethical and moral dilemmas like whether parents should make
decisions for their children regarding genetic testing or wait until the children reach
adulthood. Plentiful studies have shown the importance of including children in the
process of making healthcare decisions. (Botkin et al, 2015; McGill et al, 2019).
In the context of SADS counselling, prompt decisions regarding testing is necessitated
by the potentially fatal nature of the genetic condition. A fatal outcome could be avoided
with some adjustments to lifestyle. As genetic diagnosis contributes to high success rate
of avoiding negative outcomes (Giudicessi & Ackerman 2013), the testing of minors may
save their lives.
Applying theme-oriented discourse analysis (Roberts and Sarangi, 2005) to a corpus of
42 consultations for SADS, we examine minors’ participation in these consultations. Our
analysis shows that minors are most involved in the history taking stage. We examine
the specific discourse and linguistic strategies that genetic professionals employ to: (a)
invite the minors’ participation; and (b) control the parents’ participation. By involving
the minors in the history taking stage the professionals, on the one hand, ratify their
presence and participation in these consultations, and ensure the accuracy of the
collected medical history. On the other hand, the actual decision-making regarding
testing in our corpus is managed by the adults.
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MaRIS: A communication skills teaching model for embracing student subjective
experience and promoting humanistic practitioners

Aspirationally, medical education aims to produce physicians who have self-internalised
values, principles and standards to achieve respectful, compassionate and culturally
sensitive humanistic relationships with their patients, as well as being well socialized
into their community of practice.
We present a model implemented in the Griffith University Doctor of Medicine
curriculum that taps into the student subjective experience through cognitive
disequilibrium deliberately introduced via repeated exposure to emotionally impactive
experiences with simulated patients in communication skills training.
Our model (MaRIS), combines mindfulness and affective reflection to emotionally
impactive experience in a safe and supportive space. MaRIS builds learners’
communication skills at the same time as placing the emphasis on “being” as well as
doing the work of a physician.
We will detail the elements of our model along with data that shows that the importance
of each of the MaRIS elements, and how supported integration between mindfulness
and reflection to emotional responses helps students to tap into ‘blind spots’ which may
remain out of reach when either are used in isolation. We will show how MaRIS moves
beyond the cognitive elements of communication skills training to navigate vulnerability
and uncertainty, and facilitate meaning-making of all facets of experience which may
otherwise remain unexplored.
Evaluation to date suggests that supporting students to align their knowledge, skills and
core values with those of a competent humanistic physician encourages adaptive
professional identity formation and is a valuable step towards building resilience.
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Explanations given by pharmacy students and staff for the use of student
indirectness in patient counselling simulations

Case study research found that in 13/20 simulations, student indirectness had a negative
impact on professional communication. This paper reports on the explanations for the
use of indirectness in advice-giving sequences, from the perspectives of 20 third year
EAL Pharmacy students and their five patients (who were also staff members) and will
indicate implications for training.
The 20 videotaped simulations were analysed using Interactional Sociolinguistics. The
students and staff/patients were interviewed after viewing their videotapes and the
data was analysed thematically. Drawing on examples from the data, this paper will
show that a major explanation for student indirectness related to culturally-based
attitudes and communication behaviour, including the tension between ‘informational’
and ‘relational’ goals. This was closely linked to perceptions of status and power
diverging from the pharmacist’s role and underpinned by culturally-based beliefs and
values. Another important explanation for indirectness was student unfamiliarity with
appropriate linguistic choices, and in some cases, pharmacy knowledge.
There was some divergence in the students’ and staff members’ explanations. The
students justified indirectness based on what they had been taught about the
importance of not being directive. This led to sociopragmatic overgeneralisation,
including the over-application of the concept of ‘patient choice’. However, the general
view of staff members was that the students had not yet developed their professional
identities to the extent that they could distinguish between when patient choice was
appropriate and when it was not. This was seen to affect student compliance with
institutional roles and the exercise of power within those roles.
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Striving towards establishing a care relationship: Mission impossible or possible?
Triad communication situations, with patients, relatives, and nurses at
a medicine department for older people

Aim: To explore and describe the care relationship in triad communication situations,
with patients, relatives, and nurses at a department of medicine for older people.
Background: When patients, relatives, and nurses meet they form a communication
triad that can ensure better care relationship, but previous research has found that
patients and relatives often complain about lacking communication.
Design:

Ethnographic

approach

guided

by

a

sociocultural

perspective.

Method: Participate observations, field notes and informal field conversations from
patients, relatives, and nurses were conducted, and analysed using ethnographic
analysis.
Result: The result illustrated how patients, relatives, and nurses striving to establish a
care relationship by navigating throughout a process using different efforts before,
during and after the triad communication situations. The process includes the
categories; orienting in time and space, contribution to a care relationship and to see a
new point of view.
Conclusion: The result indicates that nurses would be aware of and understand to
navigate between different perspectives and time aspect in triad communication
situations, to meet both patient and relative in their stories and facilitate their ability to
understand the information, secure quality care relationship, and the patient’s position
in health care.
Relevance to clinical practice: To understand that a triad communication situation
involves a process with different perspectives and time aspects, this can create
conditions for nurses to better navigate and gain a holistic approach of patient’s life
situation for improving patients’ and relatives’ understanding of the information and to
establish a care relationship.
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Findings from a systematic literature review on Internet-based nutrition information
seeking by pregnant women

The Internet is an integral part of decision making for many pregnant women in relation
to their new life situation (Sayakhot and Carolan-Olah, 2016). However, gaining
information from the Internet on pregnancy can be both overwhelming and challenging
based on the volume, complexity, ambiguity, and multiple sources of information
available (Song et al., 2012). This paper reports the findings of a systematic literature
review on Internet-based nutrition information-seeking by pregnant women as part of
a larger research agenda.
Electronic databases: PsycINFO, Communication & Mass Media Complete, CINAHL,
PubMed and Web of Science were searched using key terms “Nutrition information”,
“Pregnant Women” (or “Pregnancy”) and “Internet” anywhere in the article. We also
checked for articles using medical terminology specific to the description of pregnancy.
Total records identified were 319. After removing duplicates, 85 articles were
independently screened for eligibility by three researchers, resulting in 30 articles
identified for review.
Very few studies investigate online health information-seeking behaviours specific to
nutrition-in-pregnancy. Of these, much of the research is in weight management and
nutritional risk avoidance. Pregnant women use multiple online platforms that are easy
to navigate to access nutrition-in-pregnancy information. Their motivation is common
to other pregnancy-related information search behaviours. The role of the healthcare
professional is still important, often being relied on in preference to the Internet for
reassurance and interpretation of information. While pregnant women seem to prefer
professional and medical expert nutrition information for quality assurance, consumergenerated content appears to be more accessible and relatable. However, there is a lack
of research on problems related to autonomous internet information search by
pregnant women regarding nutrition-in-pregnancy.
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There is more than what you think - cultural competence development in clinical
placements through the eyes of ethnography
The UK General Medical Council stipulates that medical graduates should be able to
provide culturally sensitive care to patients of all backgrounds, including those whose
first language is not English. Cultural competence and diversity education is offered in
UK medical schools. However, little is known how students develop their cultural
competence specially in clinical placements.
Ethnography allows researchers to develop rich descriptions and an in-depth
understanding of the studied population’s lived experience through collecting naturally
occurring data. Participant observation was combined with interviews and focus groups
to triangulate analysis and generate more reliable accounts. We shadowed five medical
students on placements in a central London hospital, interviewed 25 students, and
conducted a focus group with five students.
We found that students developed their cultural competence via immersion,
observation, and interaction. Immersion in a working environment, where diversity was
manifested through interior design, diverse workforces and patient populations was
shown to raise students’ cultural awareness. Observation of culturally (in)appropriate
practices allowed students to develop their practical skills, including clinical
communication. Interaction with other professionals, peers, and patients, allowed
students to integrate attitudes, knowledge and skills into real-time care provision.
Students’ learning varied, depending on luck, individual personalities, the length of
exposure, available support, and the institutional culture of hospitals.
This study provides a rare view of how medical students develop cultural competence
in clinical placements, which may inform future pedagogic development. Some findings
may shed light on the learning of other values-based medical subjects, such as clinical
communication, professionalism, teamworking and ethics.
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Disrupting disciplinary divides: Ethics and law in medicine

This paper reports on an innovative multidisciplinary curriculum development project at
Western Sydney University between the School of Medicine and School of Law. The
project employed principles of partnership pedagogy, where academics partnered with
students and medical and legal professionals to co-design and co-create curriculum
which can be incorporated into healthcare (medicine, nursing, midwifery) and law and
interpreting curricula.
The coursework developed focuses on ethical, legal and disciplinary frameworks and
decision-making in hospital settings, with a particular focus on issues of consent and
practitioner errors. The learning materials created include an eight scene drama filmed
in an obstetric unit of a hospital; expert commentary by medical and legal panellists on
the medico-legal and ethical issues raised in the film; screencasts presenting definitions
and guidelines; and reflections by law and medical students on these materials. Early
feedback from medical and law students indicate high support for including
multidisciplinary professional perspectives in their learning.
The materials will be incorporated into an existing elective Law unit, Medical Law, and
the Personal and Professional development course within Medicine. They could also be
used in nursing and midwifery, paramedicine, psychology and social work university
units and as part of professional development programmes in these disciplines.
The materials disrupt disciplinary divides by engaging students in learning with and from
professionals in fields other than their own. This will equip law and medical students
with an appreciation of the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to tackling
medico-legal and ethical issues in healthcare.
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Patient-safety caring: Family carers’ experiences of preventing medical harm in
Australian hospitals
Partnerships between carers and hospital staff to improve patient safety are increasingly
encouraged in patient safety policy. However, little is known about how these
partnerships work in practice, particularly from the carers’ perspective. Our study, using
constructivist grounded theory, aimed to understand carers’ contributions to patient
safety in hospital, from the carers’ perspective.
Thirty-two carers who had patient safety concerns for their relatives during a recent
hospital admission were interviewed in-depth. Each interview were transcribed and
analysed using the constant comparative method simultaneously with data collection,
collection ceasing when theoretical saturation was reached.
This presentation builds on the preliminary results delivered as a work-in-progress at
COMET 2015. The final results demonstrated carers engaged in the process of ‘patientsafety caring’. Patient-safety caring involved the following three intensities: ‘caring
without concern’ (low intensity), ‘being proactive about safety’ (moderate intensity) and
‘wrestling for control’ (high intensity). Wrestling for control was associated with low
trust and a high sense of personal responsibility whereas contributing without concern
was associated with higher levels of trust and lower levels of personal responsibility.
In contrast to the intention of patient safety policy, the findings showed carers often
contributed to patient safety in isolation, rather than in partnership with staff. This
resulted in negative outcomes for many carers, particularly feelings of increased
responsibility and experiencing hostility from staff. Strategies that encourage staff to
value the unique and important role that carers can play in patient safety will assist in
increasing working in partnership whilst reducing negative outcomes for carers.
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Understanding why authors use hype in clinical research articles

Authors of medical research articles increasingly employ language to emphasize or
promote what they see as positive aspects of their research (e.g. words such as robust,
novel, innovative, unprecedented) (Fraser and Martin 2009; Vinkers et al. 2015). This
phenomenon, which we refer to as hype, may bias the readers’ judgements and
undermine objective evaluation of new knowledge. In the present study, we extend
prior work (Millar et al. in press) documenting the linguistic form and function of hypes
in Randomised Controlled Trials – a genre typically associated with maximising
objectivity. Specifically, we attempt to understand authors’ motivations for using hypes.
Based on informant interviews, we explore the writing preferences, practices and
processes of authors who have recently published clinical research articles. Focusing on
hype in texts written by other researchers, we employ open-ended prompts to elicit
perceptions of rhetorical effectiveness and community discourse conventions – e.g.
emphasising methodological rigor, claiming priority, highlighting strengths. Then,
focusing on instances of hype in the informants’ own writing, we seek to understand
why they chose similar linguistic devices and rhetorical structure.
In discussing the results, we attempt to parse apart factors that influence authors’ use
of hype – e.g. academic competition, pressure to publish, language proficiency, editorial
intervention and the influence of standardised guidelines. We seek to identify instances
where hypes represent an overt promotional strategy and discuss if and how hype might
encroach upon the fidelity of the reporting. Ethical and practical implications for the
producers and consumers of the medical literature are considered.
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Healthcare professionals’ experiences and responses to moral distress in community
specialist palliative care

Moral distress is described as the distress felt when one is constrained from taking what
one perceives is the morally right action. These constraints can be internal/personal
and/or external to the individual. In attempting to understand and “fix it”, research has
appropriately focussed on analysing the experiences of moral distress within particular
contexts and times. More recent literature has emphasised the importance of health
professionals (HPs) building greater moral resilience and restoring personal and
professional integrity. Whilst there is growing moral distress literature on nurses in
acute hospital settings, there is very little research on the experiences of community
specialist palliative care HPs. This ethnographic exploration of HPs’ experiences of moral
distress in a community specialist palliative care service helps fill this gap. Following six
months fieldwork in a community palliative care service in Melbourne, Australia,
including over fifty interviews, I argue that the moral distress phenomenon in the
community setting is unique. It raises the question of the need to look at this
phenomenon from a larger perspective and not just the predominant perspective of
cause and effect. The experience of moral distress for a HP occurs within a context of an
evolving personal narrative, influenced by evolving social and systemic structures and
relationships in complex and multiple ways. Understanding “moral distress” from this
perspective may allow for greater conscious moral decision-making, and further
facilitate restoration of personal and professional moral integrity, hence less moral
distress.
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Communicating with older patients about medications across care transitions:
An interview and observational study

Communication about managing medication during transitions of care can be a
challenging process for older people aged 65 years and older because they often have
complex medication regimens. Past research has mainly examined links between
communication failures and medication errors in older people; however, little attention
has been paid to exploring their perspectives and experiences of communication about
medications while in hospital. This presentation describes the characteristics of
communication encounters that contributed to or hindered medication management of
older patients from their perspectives.
A focused ethnographic methodology was undertaken in medical and surgical wards at
a metropolitan hospital in Melbourne. Altogether, 26 interviews were conducted with
older patients and 120 hours of observations were completed of interactions involving
health professionals and patients. Thematic analysis was used for interviews to reveal
patients’ perspectives and experiences and Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis was
utilised for observations.
Discontinuities in medication management were apparent as older patients were cared
for by many different health professionals across settings and between working shifts.
It was linked to failure of two-way communication between individuals. Some older
patients felt uninformed by health professionals about changes in their regular
medications. There were missed opportunities where health professionals could have
clarified patients’ understanding about changes to their medications or patients’
opinions about medication decisions to be made. Older patients who were well
informed about their medications acted as mediators in relaying medication details to
health professionals. The research findings can inform communication practices that
reinforce better medication management for older people.
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Problem presentation between older and younger adults in doctor-patient
consultations

The use of language in communicating in the context of health care has become
increasingly important more so in doctor-patient communication. Studies have pointed
out that the problem presentation by the patients during these consultations varies
between young adults and older adults in terms of the duration of the problem
presentation, extent of symptoms presented by the patients, and the conversational
norms involved. How the problems are presented and the questioning style in itself
during the information exchange phase of the consultation will shape or have an impact
on the end result/diagnosis of the doctor, and is fundamentally exerted indirectly
through the medium of question design itself. Grounded in Heritage & Robinson’s model
of “a typology of questions” and Cegala, Coleman & Turner’s components of information
exchange, this study sought to understand the discourse of problem presentation and
question type involved between older and younger adult patients during the doctorpatient consultations in selected semi-rural areas. In this presentation we will share
findings drawn from selected studies conducted outside the western context on how
the problems are presented by both older and young Malaysian adults including
questioning style and patterns used by doctors and patients during the exchange of
information phase of the medical consultation. We will explore the extent to which
question types and styles facilitates or impedes the consultation and suggests
recommendations for enhancing medical skills training.
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Nathan Richards
Department of English, The Ohio State University, USA
Co-authors: Gabriella Modan, Department of English, The Ohio State University, USA
and Seuli Bose Brill, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center, USA
Empowering patients: Physician strategies for building patient agency in Primary
Care Medical Encounters

Recent years have seen growing interest within the medical field in patient-centered
care, where the patient’s preferences, needs, and values receive more physician
attention (Levinson, Lesser, Epstein 2010; Davis, Schoenbaum, Audetin, 2005). “Shared
decision making”, when patients and physicians determine healthcare decisions
together, has been one useful strategy for achieving patient-centered care (Elwyn et al,
2012; Barry and Edgman-Levitan, 2012). Patient agency is not always easily achieved,
however. Because institutional norms put control for shaping medical encounters into
the hands of physicians, patient agency is structurally constrained and doctors bear
much interactional responsibility for empowering patients to share in decision-making.
To understand how doctors can support patient agency, we examine primary care
medical encounters with chronically ill patients at a Midwestern US clinic. Building on
Sarangi’s (2010), Ainsworth-Vaughn’s (1998), and Tannen and Wallat’s (1993) work on
footing and the performance of a role in medical encounters, we show how doctors set
up participant frameworks that privilege patient knowledge, authority, and interactional
power. Strategies include uttering imperatives that position patients as interactional
lead; yielding the floor when patients interrupt them, and, when patients’ medical
statements are inaccurate, establishing roles of “teacher” and “student” that legitimize
the patient as one who is gaining medical competence, rather than delegitimizing them
as simply misinformed. Through these strategies, doctors use the institutional power
imbalance to privilege patient experience and knowledge, show mutual respect and give
instructional guidance, thereby creating a space where patients are empowered to
speak from a more equal communicative ground.
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Camilla Rindstedt
Stockholm University, Sweden
Institutional talk about children’s overweight and failure to thrive

To measure and to weight infants and young children is a central feature of Primary Child
Health Services (BVC) in Sweden. Growth curves are indeed the center of attention. On
almost every single visit, the nurses measure and weight infants and other young
children. What is it that makes this activity so central and crucial? What is at stake? How
is children’s overweight and failure to thrive talked about at BVC? The advice giving in
interactions will be examined. The data are drawn from a video ethnographic study that
has been carried out at two health units in Stockholm. It is the encounters between
children, parents and health personnel at the units that are in focus. The analysis
concern the types of conversational and social interactional patterns and the type of
advice and support that are offered to the parents concerning overweight and failure to
thrive. In other words how “normal” development is talked about. How weight talk is
received: Is it accepted or resisted by the parents? How do staff members and parents
talk about infants’ and young children’s problems? Through a conversation analysis (CA)
approach, institutional talk and social interaction is explored. Moreover, the analyses
concern how the encounters are organized and how different and at times contradictory
discourses, agendas and understandings are negotiated in the encounters between
children, parents and health personnel from different social and cultural backgrounds.
Some conversational strategies at times seem more successful than others.
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Peter Roger
Department of Linguistics, Macquarie University, Australia
Co-author: Jae-Hyun Kim, Department of Linguistics, Macquarie University, Australia
Assessment of communication disorders in bilingual speakers in Australia: Refining
‘best practice’ for monolingual and bilingual practitioners

In many countries, immigration has resulted in increasing linguistic diversity in cities that
were once predominantly monolingual. For speech pathologists, this diversity poses a
particular challenge, in that language is not only the medium of communication, but is
also the central focus of the clinical encounter. In Australia, assessments of
communication disorders in bilingual speakers are often carried out with the assistance
of an interpreter, and this remains the standard of best practice advocated by Speech
Pathology Australia. However, in recent years the presence of speech pathologists
fluent in various community languages has increased significantly. What is not yet well
understood is precisely how (if at all) these bilingual practitioners might approach the
assessment of language disorders in fundamentally different ways to their monolingual
counterparts.
This presentation draws on findings from interviews with bilingual speech pathologists
practising in Sydney, as well as analysis of aphasia assessments conducted by
monolingual speech pathologists and interpreters. Bilingual speech pathologists
frequently drew on their own lived experience as members of a particular language
community, and aspects of this experience carried over into their approach to the client
and family, as well as their expectations of ‘normal’ language use. By contrast, insights
of this kind were naturally unavailable to the monolingual speech pathologists, leading
them to seek specific linguistic and cultural information from the interpreter. In rarer
cases, interpreters offered contextualising information without prompting. Ways in
which these findings can inform best practice guidelines for all speech pathologists
working with bilingual clients will be discussed.
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Lucinda Roper
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Australia
Co-author: Nancy Sturman, University of Queensland, Australia
‘We all have friends like that’: Australian patients’ tactics to accommodate
Dr Google shame

The democratisation of medical information created by the internet has been
demonstrated to improve health outcomes, although misinformation may cause harm.
Doctors could influence this balance, however are not trained to do so (Roper 2017) and
there are concerns over the impact on the therapeutic relationship. Despite prior
research, massive shifts in the prevailing practices and social discourse means our
understanding of how patients currently integrate internet usage into their healthcare
relationships is limited.
Patients were opportunistically recruited from a rural NSW general practice for semistructured interview. Analysis used constant comparative method with a dramaturgical
framing.
Respondents engaged in a range of discursive strategies to assure the interviewer that
they were sensible and safe. They used distancing devices, ‘friends’, to indicate
awareness of the potential for misinformation, unnecessary anxiety and hypochondria.
Others described tactics used to avoid discrediting themselves and the doctor by
undermining the ‘shared script’ of the consultation. These included concealing
knowledge, presenting informed queries without a source, or introducing internet
information upfront and apologetically to frame their visit. No patients reported a
negative experience with a doctor related to introduction of internet sourced
information.
Despite advances over the last decade in health information available, and the
commitment of many to patient empowerment, patients still feel concerned about
openly sharing their use of the internet with doctors.
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Bella Ross
Monash University, Australia
Intercultural communication in social work placements for international students:
Placement educators’ perceptions of communication skills and training needs

Intercultural communication has become a focus in higher education with the rapid
increase in international student numbers in Australia, where over a quarter of all
students are classified as international students (Australian Government 2018). Health
profession courses such as social work have also experienced growth in international
student numbers in recent years (Felton & Harrison 2017; Harrison & Felton 2013). This
has brought particular challenges to communication within placement settings (Attrill,
McAllister & Lincoln 2016; Ross et al. 2019), and highlighted training needs in
intercultural communication alongside general communication skills in health settings
(Tran 2013; Zuchowski 2015).
This presentation reports on an Australia-wide study of social work placement
educators’ views regarding their experiences of supervising international students. The
study draws on 74 survey responses and 15 in-depth interviews. Previously reported
findings from this study reveal that educators feel more time is required to supervise
international students than domestic students and this is in large part due to language
skills, cultural differences and a lack of local knowledge relevant to social work practice
(Ross et al. 2019; Ross et al. Submitted).
The focus of this presentation is: 1) The professional development that placement
educators have received and would like to receive for supervising international students,
and 2) The specific communication areas that supervisors report international students
may require assistance in. This study aims to understand the alignment of these points.
Findings will be of interest to placement educators and those responsible for developing
training for both placement educators and international students.
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Aimee Kendall Roundtree
Texas State University, USA
Usability of virtual and augmented reality training for emergency and first
responders: An integrative review
Virtual and augmented reality are often used for training purposes. First responders and
emergency providers are positioned to benefit a great deal from incorporating VR use
into their training and pedagogical practices, given the extreme, dangerous, risky and
messy circumstances and incidences that these public servants are preparing to
mitigate. This integrative review sought to aggregate and synthesize existing literature
on AR and VR training for emergency and first-responders in order to provide evidencebased recommendations for fire & emergency departments, as well as designers who
provide products for these users. Out of 285 articles retrieved from a search of public
reports and articles, we reviewed about 30 case studies and user research studies that
included usability data from augmented reality and virtual reality systems designed to
train first responders and emergency providers, including firefighters, EMT, and
emergency room physicians. Major findings included observations that VR increases
engagement in the learner. Studies also found that, post-training, VR/AR trainees
followed instructions with more confidence, even in cases where they did not already
know the incident settings. Drawback included the total cost, the proliferation of
developing niche software, and the technology's capacity to only slightly imitate reality
and only partially integrate the factors of a real-world experience. Overall, the
integrative review offers evidence-based recommendations, including performing
replication studies with different training courses and introducing more task sequences
in order to define a significant test to verify effective learning in a training activity.
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Peter J. Schulz
Institute of Communication and Health, University of Lugano, Switzerland
Co-author: Suzanne Eggins, ANU Institute for Communication in Health Care, Australia
‘I found this on the internet’: Towards a critical framework for consumer–doctor
interactions in the era of Dr Google

Contemporary healthcare consumers routinely consult the internet for information and
advice about their condition both before and after medical interactions. With easy
access to vast quantities of information from disparate and conflicting perspectives,
consumers may struggle to evaluate the quality of online information and interpret its
relevance to their situation.
In principle, the doctor–patient consultation offers both parties an opportunity to
negotiate online information. The consumer could benefit from the doctor’s help in
assessing the quality and relevance of information and online sources. The doctor could
enhance the consumer’s health literacy and support their self-management skills.
However, both parties are often constrained by material pressures such as brief
appointment durations and by the traditional paternalistic ideology of healthcare. As a
result, doctors may resist consumer-initiated discussions because these threaten the
dynamics of traditional medical discourse, while consumers may want to avoid
appearing to question the doctor’s expertise.
In this paper we draw on Gricean conversational maxims and critical linguistic
understandings of context to develop a framework to facilitate more collaborative
consumer–doctor interactions in this context. We argue that Grice’s maxims of
relevance, quantity, quality and manner are a particularly useful starting point because
they acknowledge the multiple dimensions to which the information exchange must be
sensitive. The framework covers the consumer’s need to verify the quality of the
information and the doctor’s opportunity to help the consumer become more active and
autonomous in dealing with their condition. We illustrate the framework with case
studies and interactional examples.
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Tshegofatso Seabi
University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Co-authors: Jennifer Watermeyer and Victoria Hume, University of the Witwatersrand,
South Africa
The use of applied drama and theatre in complex health research:
The blood sugars project

This paper describes a long-term three-way community engagement project between
social science, applied drama, and a diabetes clinic in South Africa. It involved
ethnographic methods and drama workshops with patients and health care providers to
uncover communication complexities in the clinic. Building on a framework derived from
a number of applied drama methods, we elicited narratives from key participants which
were embodied in the voices of actors, who through performance accomplished a
transformed version of the diabetes experience. In its dissemination, the play started
the process of open communication in the clinic and allowed participants to understand
different perspectives. The applied drama component served to empower patients to
start conversations on their experiences of living with diabetes and highlighted potential
for multidisciplinary approaches in working with non-communicable diseases. This was
without doubt a challenging project and the complexities of collaborating across three
disciplines are not to be underestimated. While one might expect qualitative
approaches to be more natural partners of applied drama than biomedicine, in fact this
is where the primary friction lay, perhaps because their aims are more similar. In this
paper we explore this collaborative project and its pitfalls, particularly the layers of
complexity that emerged as a result of the multidisciplinary nature of the project and
the demands of balancing performance aspects and maintaining authenticity of the
stories. We consider the methodological, conceptual and ethical challenges of this type
of research, and discuss some recommendations for teams taking on similar complex
multidisciplinary research and intervention projects.
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Vered Seidmann
Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore
Co-authors: Htet Htet Aung, May Oo Lwin and Yin-Leng Theng, Wee Kim Wee School of
Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Towards conceptualization of Workplace Safety and Health (WSH) ownership model
in organizational context: The role of social contract

Risk management in high-risk situations involves uncertainty of work situations and
ambiguity in Workplace Safety and Health (WSH). Governments and companies invest
in constructing safety regulations and encourage innovations to prevent accidents in the
workplace. Organizations invest in communicating risk awareness through training
programs and safety systems to create a safer work environment. As early as 2003,
researchers identified needing to go beyond compliance and the importance of
workplace ownership to enhance safety behaviors (Hofmann, Morgeson, and Gerras,
2003; Zohar, 2008). Yet, although researchers acknowledged the importance of
individual and collective ownership, WSH ownership remains understudied. This paper
discusses a conceptualization of WSH model of ownership by adding a new construct we
find crucial to ownership development. The concept of ownership refers to a mental
state of possession and attachment in which the target of ownership becomes an
extension of the self. The proposed model includes three important constructs that
affect the evolution of WSH ownership: safety climate, safety citizenship and social
contract. Safety climate is determined by individual perceptions of safety-related
policies, practices, and procedures pertaining to safety matters. Safety citizenship
originates from a sense of commitment and develops in high work-ownership climate
and high safety climate. Social contract is a new concept in the context of safety research
and adds voluntary unwritten two-way commitment necessary for the evolution of
ownership. Using the philosophical foundation of social contract, we claim that multiway communication and voluntary commitment across all organizational levels
pertaining to safety is crucial in driving WSH ownership.
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Keith Smith
University of South Australia, Australia
Exploring language use in the experience of ‘hearing voices’

Recent studies have recognised the importance of the relationships that people who
hear voices (clinically known as auditory-verbal hallucinations) develop with their voices,
and the meaning of these experiences in their lives (McCarthy-Jones, 2017).
Nevertheless, the verbal behaviour of voices has received scant attention. References
to what voices actually say are generally included only as illustrative ‘soundbites’ and
rarely form the main focus of discussion. This oversight leaves largely unexamined the
question of how voices use language in their communication with hearers. This
presentation reports on a qualitative study in which seven hearers each participated in
approximately four interviews over one year focusing on their experiences of hearing
voices. The resulting transcripts were analysed in terms of their thematic, pragmatic,
and grammatical features drawing on semantic categorisation, speech act theory, and
systemic-functional linguistics to explore the role language played.
Four main findings from the research provide evidence for the individual and diverse
nature of hearers’ representations of their voices:
• Hearers used a variety of terms to designate their experiences, including metaphors and
descriptions
• Voices drew on a range of communicative functions beyond ‘commands’ and
‘commentary’
• Voices represented themselves as both compelling agents in a material world and
interpreters of its underlying meaning
• Voices typically evaluated hearers’ competency, value, and moral integrity
The findings extend previous research into what voices say beyond their description as
a clinical symptom. Together they demonstrate how language contributes to making the
phenomenon of hearing voices real for the people who live with them.
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Kimberly Tao
The Polytechnic University, Hong Kong Community College
Medical discourse in transgender body:
The interpretation of a psychiatrist and a transgender person

This paper looks at the role that the medical discourse plays in understanding the
transgender body and the complex ideology behind its construction of gender identities.
It aims to present the intricate relationship between how the medicine and transgender
people contribute to the understanding of gender, body and the formation of
transgender category. Foucault (1978) suggests that the “discursive fact” of gender only
exists in discourse and discourses are regulated by power. He sees power as inescapable
from knowledge and the whole development of psychology and psychiatry was seen in
terms of forms of knowledge, related to an extension of power over the subordinate
populations (Turner, 1997). In Hong Kong, transgender people are required to see
psychiatrists and psychologists for assessing whether they can be diagnosed with gender
dysphoria for the purposes of receiving a government-funded sex reassignment surgery.
Power, under this condition, has been given to the medical professions in analysing and
verifying one’s gender identity. This paper aims to understand the formation of power
assumed by medical practices and investigate to what extent the exercise of medical
power structure and constrain one’s understanding of his/her gender identity.
Furthermore, since transgender category is not a single identification or embodiment
(Stryker, 2008), it is also important to understand the formation of power through
transgender people themselves to find out to what extent the empowerment of
transgender patients can be exercised. Interviews with a local psychiatrist who
specialized in treating transgender patients and a local transgender person who started
to involve herself in the reflexive process in understanding her affirmed gender identity
in the medial discourse will be analysed in this paper.
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Kim Tomlian
University of South Australia, South Australia
Co-authors: Jonathan Crichton, Kurt Lushington and Sara Maclean,
University of South Australia, Australia
“Best interests of the child”: Inter-professional communication in the context of child
protection in the courts

The work of psychologists, social workers and legal practitioners is inextricably linked in
child protection. How well these professional groups communicate with each other is
thought to contribute to child protection outcomes, including fatalities (Reder &
Duncan, 2003; White & Featherstone, 2005). Despite recommendations,
interprofessional communication problems persist. This paper reports on a study that
explored how professionals from law, social work and psychology who routinely come
together in child protection trials communicate with each other. The aim is to enable
improvement in inter-professional communication, resulting in better outcomes for
vulnerable children.
The methodology was qualitative, combining psychology and applied linguistics. 11
professionals from law, social work and psychology who contribute in child protection
cases in an Australian Court participated in 8 group interviews over a 12 month period
with the researcher, who has extensive background as a Clinical Psychologist working in
child protection. Extracts from de-identified court transcripts based on two cases were
used as triggers to mutually explore the communication that occurs among
professionals in the court. Analysis was collaborative and ongoing, the group interview
discussions being transcribed and iteratively coded to generate themes and categories
(Sarangi & Candlin, 2003) that were progressively refined through the group interviews.
A main finding of this study is that professionals ‘borrow’ categories from each other’s
disciplines (such as the psychological concept of ‘attachment’ that is often a focus in
child protection trials) but the intended meaning does not necessarily travel with them,
creating communication problems that could compromise court decision making.
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Ming-Yu Tseng
National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan
Co-author: Grace Zhang, Curtin University, Australia
Perceptions of and attitudes toward elastic language in online health information
written in Chinese

Vague language is a typical feature of healthcare interactions (Bryant & Norman 1979;
Nicholson-Perry & Burgess 2002; Prince, Bosk, & Frader 1982). Building on previous
studies and taking them as a point of departure, this study adopts the notion of elastic
language (EL) (Zhang 2011, 2015), which consists of four types of stretchers:
approximate (e.g. about, many), general (and all that, something), scalar (frequently,
very, rarely), and epistemic (perhaps, seem). This study adopts a mixed-methods
approach. Drawing on data from online health information and based on the results of
questionnaires distributed to 516 Taiwanese university students and of follow-up
interviews with 90 of them, this study investigates the perceptions of EL in online health
information for the public. The questionnaire, containing six short excerpts in Chinese,
is designed to gain the respondents’ perceptions of EL vis-à-vis non-EL. Analyzing
respondents’ explanations of their preferences for EL or non-EL, we identified six frames
that motivated the explanations. Each of the frames has two tendencies/ends: positivenegative communication effects; trust-skepticism; lay-professional; individual-folk;
voluntary-involuntary action; difference-indifference. The respondents’ explanations
were coded using the identified frames. The results show that respondents’ perceptions
of EL varied from case to case and that in each case a different set of activated frames
or ends elucidate their perceptions. This project aims to enhance a better
understanding between health professionals’ use of EL and the public’s perceptions of
such language and to provide useful recommendations regarding the use of EL in online
health communication.
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Amelia Walker
University of South Australia, Australia
Still at war? Re-articulating power and subjectification in nursing cultures

This presentation builds on existing research findings that nursing’s military history still
resonates in nursing cultures today—a situation that re-perpetuates problems of
bullying and hierarchical chains of command. Extant literature argues that a military
mindset is written into nursing culture via metaphors habitually engaged in both written
and verbal communication in health care settings, and that for the culture to change,
these metaphors must be re-made. While affirming this point, my presentation draws
on the work of Judith Butler and Michel Foucault to argue that it is also important to
consider how communicatory practices including but exceeding writing and speech
contribute to the (re)formation of nurses as subjects of discourse. I address this need
via a creative writing self-case study. As creative writing researcher Dominique Hecq
explains, creative writing research often operates through ‘nachträglichkeit’: ‘most of
the discoveries we make occur after the fact’ (Hecq 2015, p. 183). For me, significant
discoveries often arise through analysis of writing blocks and failures, which in line with
Jack Halberstam’s (2011) work on creative failure, signal discursive limits and thereby
reflect the norms of the culture associated with that discourse. Hence in this
presentation I reflect on hurdles in writing my novel-in-progress, Mercenary Nurse.
Mercenary Nurse is autobiographically-based, but also bears unintentional similarities
to Samuel Shem’s medical bildungsroman The House of God. Hence my presentation
analyses the two in connection, comparing and contrasting their similar-yet-different
representations of discourse, power and subjective re-formation in healthcare contexts.
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Sharon Yahalom
Monash University, The University of Melbourne, Australia
Co-authors: Elizabeth Manias, Deakin University, The University of Melbourne,
Australia and Tim McNamara, The University of Melbourne, Australia
How nurses engage with referral letters and discharge summaries in the clinical
setting and the qualities they value

Referral letters and discharge summaries are written by health professionals to
document the transfer of care of patients between health professionals during
transition periods; thus, they are an important aspect of patient safety and care. To
date, the extent and nature of nurses’ engagement with such documents have not been
explored in depth. This qualitative study investigated how nurses engage with referral
letters and discharge summaries, and the qualities they value in them.
Data collection comprised 31 interviews with nurses and six workshops with 36 nurses.
Interview participants were asked to describe how – and if – they contributed to referral
letters and discharge summaries, as well as how they read these documents and used
the information provided in the documents to inform their nursing work. Workshop
participants commented on the qualities of referral letters and discharge summaries
which had been extracted from hospital medical records.
The results showed that nurses regularly engaged with referral letters and discharge
summaries, and relied on them to enhance their work practices including developing
care plans based on the documentation, and carrying out informed handovers.
Balancing comprehensiveness with relevance of information was seen as an essential
quality of referral letters and discharge summaries, as was displaying professionalism.
The findings from this study suggest that training for effective written communication,
including demonstrating professionalism through writing, and managing relevance and
comprehensiveness of content, warrants greater attention. Additionally, the findings
could be adapted for professional development sessions in healthcare settings and to
inform healthcare policy relating to documentation.
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Dianne Wepa
Coordinator First Peoples’ Health, University of South Australia
We-dentity: The key to effective health literacy with First Peoples

Introduction / Issues OR Introduction and Aims: Little is known about perspectives of
patients and their families when engaging with healthcare services. Research was
undertaken to understand what was happening when a family member needed
hospitalisation or ongoing healthcare in the community, and how the family managed
their roles during this time.
Method / Approach: Kaupapa Māori (Māori methodology) informed the research
process which culminated into a constructivist grounded theory developed by Kathy
Charmaz. 20 Māori whānau (families) were interviewed about their healthcare
experiences.
Key Findings: A substantive theory named “Struggling to be Involved” evolved and
explains how Māori whānau engage with healthcare services.
Discussions and Conclusion: Of particular note was the effortless way in which
participants moved from talking about themselves and their condition or treatment to
talking about the family members as a collective. This presentation will explore the
significance of ‘we’, ‘we-dentity’ and the collective consciousness of First Peoples to
provide critical information on methods of effective treatment.
Implications for Practice or Policy (optional): ‘We-dentity’ refers to the important role
of the collective consciousness when family members engage with healthcare services.
‘We’ rather than ‘I’ is crucial for the wellbeing of both the person seeking healthcare
service and their family. Health literacy practices will need to include the concept of
we-dentity in the future.
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Susi Woolf
Charles Darwin University, Australia
Designing a framework for communication skills training

Communication skills development for healthcare professionals is generally accepted as
essential for successful health outcomes (Meyer, Sellers, Browning, McGuffie, Solomon
& Truog (2009). As in any learning program, learning outcomes are defined by what we
want students to be able to do at the end of the program and, in healthcare programs,
decisions about content depend on the analysis of how healthcare professionals, in their
specific fields, successfully manage communication. Using analysis of clinical encounters
contributes to the development of learning outcomes, assessment and program design
and development. (Roberts, Wass, Jones, Sarangi, & Gillett, (2003); Candlin, & Candlin,
(2003); Salter, Holland, Harvey, & Henwood (2007). These authentic encounters provide
examples of both successful and unsuccessful communication events. Competency
standards frameworks developed by professional bodies guide the overall purpose and
expectations of the training. This paper outlines development of a pedagogical
framework for communication skills training for pharmacy students focussing on domain
2 of the 2016 National Competency Standards Framework produced by the
Pharmaceutical Society of Australia, Communication and collaboration.
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Matthew Wai Lung Yeung
College of Professional and Continuing Education,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Co-authors: Alice Hoi Ying Yau, Centre for Applied English Studies, University of Hong
Kong and Gigi Kai Yin Au Yeung, College of Professional and Continuing Education, The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
“This year’s vaccine is only 10% effective”:
An investigation of lay understanding of medicine in Hong Kong

This paper examines the factors that influence patients’ understanding of medical
knowledge through a case analysis of a vaccine incident in Hong Kong. The on-going
tensions between the voice of “lifeworld” (i.e. patients) and “medicine” (i.e. healthcare
professionals) have long been an interest of health communication research (see
Mishler, 1984). This paper intends to contribute to this by looking at patients’ voice on
a social online platform which potentially empowers them in terms of information
access and voice projection. Specifically, 968 Facebook comments on the reporting of
the vaccine incident were collected and analysed using qualitative content analysis
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). It is found that there are four major factors at play:
interpretation of online research, reflection of personal experience, Government’s
manner of information delivery and representation of health professionals’ image. The
paper highlights the interplay between scientific, political and ethical factors in patents’
construction of medical knowledge. This analysis also demonstrates the resourcefulness
of online social media in revealing the voice of patients in the real world, informing
future research of potential directions in the examination of health communication in
media.
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Emily Armstrong
Charles Darwin University, Australia
Co-authors: Yuŋgirrŋa Bukulatjpi, Anne Lowell and Ḻäwurrpa Maypilama, Charles
Darwin University, Australia, and Lyn Fasoli, Batchelor Institute, Australia
Nha ga ŋorra mayali’ djinawa? - What meaning lies inside our intercultural
communication?

This doctoral research is exploring intercultural communication during early childhood
assessment interactions from the perspectives of both Yolŋu (Aboriginal) families and
early childhood service providers for children up to 5 years old (e.g. health providers,
educators). Yolŋu and non-Aboriginal researchers are working together using
collaborative, intercultural research processes. We will present emerging findings from
five case studies in a remote community in North East Arnhem Land, NT. These case
studies explore intercultural communication using video-reflexive ethnography, indepth
interviews in participants’ preferred languages, and collaborative analysis based on a
constructivist grounded theory approach.
Achieving effective intercultural communication can be challenging in this context but is
pivotal to culturally-responsive, family-centred partnerships and recognition of Yolŋu
children’s strengths as well as their needs. We will share findings about participant
perceptions of their own, and others’, communication - e.g. contexts, roles, processes,
behaviours, language use, and underlying concepts. The cultural constructs which
participants bring to the dialogue shape the ways they communicate and their concepts
of what is important to discuss about communication and about Yolŋu children.
In phase 2 of this research, we plan to use a participatory action research approach to
co-create and pilot educational resources based on findings. The resources will be
relevant, useful and accessible to families and service providers working together in this
community. Being focussed on process, our research may also be useful to people
working interculturally in other communities. We welcome roundtable discussion of the
potential relevance of our emerging findings and future resources to other contexts.
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Debra Kerr
Deakin University, Australia
Co-authors: Peter Martin, Deakin University, Australia, Sharyn Miles, Barwon Health,
Australia, Joan Ostaszkiewicz, Deakin University, Australia, Trisha Dunning, Deakin
University, Australia, Jette Ammentorp and Maiken Wolderslund, University of
Southern Denmark and Claire McKie, Deakin University, Australia
Communication skills training program for nurses

Background: This proposed activity addresses an important problem in delivery of
healthcare service: skills and knowledge about how nurses communicate effectively
with patients and their families. Structured communication skills training (CST) can
enhance communication and improve care quality and patient outcomes. However,
concerns have been raised about the resource-intensive nature of effective evidencebased CST programs that incorporate organisation-wide implementation, scenarios,
simulated patients, trainers and evaluation. This may mean that some strategies are
difficult to implement in some organisations and countries.
Aim: The Communication Skills Training Program for Nurses (CSTN), to be developed in
this proposed study, will be structured to address communication challenges for nurses.
It will be accessible for nurses who lack the time and/or funds to attend intensive
training courses, and who are employed outside metropolitan settings, increasing scope
for those employed in regional/rural and under-resourced areas. Online training
modules will support the successful implementation and sustainability of CST
interventions. An experiential workshop will focus on the nurse-patient interaction.
Methods: The main objectives to be measured in this proposed feasibility study, as
recommended by Orsmond and Cohn (2015), will include: 1) assessment of recruitment
capability, 2) data collection procedures and outcome measures, 3) acceptability of the
intervention and study procedures, resources and ability to manage and implement the
study and intervention, and 4) preliminary evaluation of participant responses to the
intervention. Outcome measures are likely to include theoretical (knowledge of
communication models and communication micro-skills) and practical (competency in
communication skills) evaluation.
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Jensine I. Nedergaard
Aalborg University, Denmark
Skin as a communicative boundary: Semiotic dialogue in Danish healthcare

When dialogues between doctors and patients are assessed - models in which it is
possible to explain these processes in a clear manner are preferred. Reference to sharing
is one of such ways - once we use that term it seems that complex processes become
simple. But do they? Can they? The framework of Shared Decision Making (SDM) that
has become popular at the borderlands of medicine and the humanities is an effort in
such direction. But how can it be elaborated in the context of an ancient practice of the
care of the ailing body where social roles of doctors and patients, are filled with social
power, roles and expertise asymmetries? A shared communicative platform is created
when a doctor and a patient meet in dialogue, in which meaning-making processes are
shared by both parts. This partnership shows to be multifaceted and complex since the
doctor-patient dialogue contains a communication between “more than two” –
represented by the collective doctor and the collective patient. In this research, the
asymmetry is being analyzed in the expectation of creating new theory of
communication in the Danish Healthcare System. The concept of semiotic skin is
introduced, in which the understanding of a semi-permeable and communicative
boundary is incorporated. The data emerges from oncological doctors at Aalborg
University Hospital attending communication courses. To overcome the defectiveness
of SDM we try to connect the theoretical and practical aspects as to create the
foundation of a new and personally mastering communicative education of oncological
doctors.
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Carly Pettiona
The University of Melbourne, School of Languages and Linguistics, Australia
Planning document or communication tool?
The role of birth plans in labour and childbirth

With many prospective parents fearing medical intervention, reacting to childbirth
horror stories, or attempting to exert more autonomy over their bodies, birth plans have
become a way to attempt to regain control over childbirth (Hensley Owens, 2009).
However, Afshar et al. (2018) have demonstrated that people who use birth plans are
less satisfied with their birth experience and feel that they had less control while giving
birth than those who did not have a birth plan. As birth plans are first and foremost a
communicative tool designed to inform medical personnel of the wishes of the
gestational parent, they are a significant document but as previous research shows, the
use of birth plans is not necessarily improving the outcomes for prospective parents. By
analysing the birth plan as a genre and conducting interviews with parents who have
written a birth plan, the researcher hopes to continue to develop an understanding of
the role of birth plans as a communicative tool. This presentation will be based on
research relating to my current PhD project.
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Wendy Vaughon
CUNY School of Public Health, USA
The art of eating: Understanding approaches to ‘healthy nutrition’ among older
adults, family caregivers, and physicians

M.F.K. Fisher said; “First we eat, then we do everything else.” However, as we
age, factors such as declines in our cognitive and functional abilities, effects of illness or
pharmaceutical interventions, experiences of emotional and psychological distress, and
changes in family composition, social relationships, and economic standing, can
negatively impact the primacy of our relationship with food.
Half of adults 65 and older are at risk of poor nutritional status. Yet, interventions that
address undernutrition only with high-risk older adults have shown limited success.
Involving health care providers and informal family caregivers in identifying, preventing
and/or treating nutritional problems in high-risk older adults is crucial. Unfortunately,
there is often little patient-caregiver-provider communication around established
attitudes, beliefs and practices around food and eating, preventing potentially
modifiable barriers to healthy nutrition from being addressed.
The purpose of this study will be to use semi-structured interviews (1) to explore
nutrition-related attitudes, beliefs, and practices among dyads of community-dwelling
older adults at high-risk of poor nutritional status (e.g. recent hospitalization, significant
cognitive/physical limitations – ADL/IADLs, and/or chronic illness) and their primary
family caregiver; (2) to identify facilitators or barriers to communicating difficulties with
food or eating to physicians; (3) to understand physicians’ approach to communicating
with high-risk older adults and their family caregivers about diet and nutrition.
It is anticipated that findings from this study will inform strategies to promote healthy
nutrition by exploring how older adults at high-risk of undernutrition, their family
caregivers, and health care providers communicate about food, eating, and health.
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Edith Cowan University, Australia
Co-authors: Elizabeth Armstrong, Edith Cowan University, Australia
The complaint letter:
An analysis of advocacy at hospital discharge by the spouse of a man with aphasia

Studies of family members after stroke often report inadequate information from
hospital staff and exclusion from decision-making, but families’ specific feedback is
rarely aired. This presentation uses an innovative systemic functional linguistics (SFL)
discourse analysis of a fully de-identified but real complaint letter written by the spouse
of a man with aphasia after stroke, and the subsequent exchange of letters between her
and staff at a hospital. It also draws on an in-depth interview with her which
contextualises the exchange of letters. The interview was collected as part of a multisite NHMRC study (2006-8) which included interviews with 48 family members of people
with aphasia after stroke. The interview narrative and SFL analysis expose the spouse’s
efforts in her advocacy role prompted by her concerns for her husband at hospital
discharge, a key point in care known to require careful negotiation and good
communication. This work also demonstrates a profound misunderstanding of aphasia
and bureaucratic insensitivity on the part of the treating consultant. This research
provides a rare opportunity to use a detailed case for professional development and
reflection on written and verbal communication between health professionals and
patients/families. It reveals the spouse’s assumptions about, and expectations of, the
medical team. The interview narrative and analysed exchange of letters help to illustrate
the challenges facing family members in accessing information and support in the early
phase after stroke, the work required to be an advocate, and the difficulty negotiating
rehabilitation systems that fail fully to comprehend the impact of aphasia.
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College of Nursing and Health Sciences, Flinders University, Australia
Co-authors: Jessica Young, University of South Australia, Australia /
Western University, Canada and Rebecca Feo, College of Nursing and Health Sciences,
Flinders University, Australia
Talking up facilitation in health service implementation projects

Implementation science focuses on improving the process of implementing research
and evidence into clinical health practice. Many theories, frameworks and models have
been proposed to plan, guide and evaluate the implementation process. The “integrated
- Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services framework”
(i-PARIHS; Harvey & Kitson, 2015) – is one such framework that outlines the elements
necessary for successful implementation. This framework describes successful
implementation as a function of (1) the innovation to be implemented, (2) the context
in which implementation is to take place, (3) the recipients of the innovation, and the
(4) facilitation process.
The i-PARIHS framework focuses on facilitation as the active ingredient of
implementation. However, the construct of facilitation remains a “black box”. How
specifically facilitation is achieved in practice is yet to be fully explicated, limiting the
practical application of i-PARIHS within healthcare settings. The current study uses
Conversation Analysis to fill this gap in knowledge. The premise of Conversation Analysis
is that talk is designed to accomplish social actions (e.g., complaining, persuading,
inviting), and that these actions are accomplished through talk in a sequential and
orderly fashion. Through Conversation Analysis we examine real-life facilitation sessions
between multi-disciplinary teams within a Queensland hospital (nurses,
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, dietitians, social workers, speech
pathologists, and medical staff) in order to identify repeated patterns to understand
how facilitation is routinely achieved in situ. This work has important implications for
understanding the successful implementation of research evidence into healthcare
practice and can inform future training of facilitators.
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Deakin University, Australia
Co-authors: Peter Martin, Deakin University, Australia, Sharyn Miles, Barwon Health,
Australia, Joan Ostaszkiewicz and Trisha Dunning, Deakin University, Australia
Challenges for nurses when communicating with people who have life-limiting illness

Background: Effective communication between nurses and patients is an essential
component of quality healthcare. Enhancing communication is a national priority, as
evidenced by the 2nd Edition of the ACSQHC National Standards, (Standard 2: Partnering
with Consumers and Standard 6: Communicating for Safety Standards). However,
evidence suggests that skills and knowledge about how healthcare professionals (HCPs)
communicate effectively with patients and their families could be improved. The
emerging literature indicates structured communication training can enhance HCP
communication and improve care quality and patient outcomes. However, evidence
related to communication skills for nurses largely focuses on cancer care and residential
aged care settings.
Aims: The aim of the study was to identify challenges for nurses when they communicate
with people who have LLI.
Methods: A qualitative descriptive design was used and encompassed focus groups with
nurses from two acute medical/surgical wards, one critical care ward and one sub-acute
ward within a regional healthcare organisation (Barwon Health). Participants (n=40)
included registered and enrolled nurses from one healthcare organisation. Data was
analysed by thematic content analysis using the framework provided by Smith and
Osborn.
Findings: The major themes will be presented at the conference. Several focus groups
were conducted in each ward.
Conclusion: Study findings will inform the development of learning resources and
training programs. For example, specifically designed case scenarios could be developed
to address communication deficits for nurses.
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Debra Kerr
Deakin University, Australia
Co-authors: Peter Martin, Joan Ostaszkiewicz and Trisha Dunning, Deakin University,
Australia
Systematic review of the effect of interventions on nurses’ communication skills

Background: Effective communication between nurses and patients is an essential
component of quality healthcare. However, evidence suggests nurses lack skills and
knowledge about how to communicate effectively with patients and their carers.
Structured training can enhance health professionals’ communication skills.
Aim: The aim of this systematic review was to summarise the evidence for effect of
interventions to enhance nurses’ skills to communicate with patients. Key components
of existing communication skills training programs are also described.
Method: Five databases were searched: Medline, Cinahl, Embase, Psychinfo and
Cochrane Database. Papers were scrutinised to identify published randomised
controlled trials that evaluated the effect of communication skills training for nurses
using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses. Papers
were included if they met the following criteria: original, peer reviewed manuscript in
English; objective outcome measurement; and published between 1998 and 2018. The
primary outcome was the effect on nurses’ communication skills. Information about the
study design, training intervention and measures of improvement were recorded. Trial
quality was assessed using the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal Checklist.
Results: Of 253 identified trials, seven trials met the eligibility criteria. Training programs
varied significantly in duration, structure, location and outcome measurement tools.
Five trials focused on communication with cancer patients using simulated patients. All
trials reported that nurses’ communication skills improved after a training intervention.
Conclusion: Communication skills training enhances nurses’ ability to communicate with
patients. However, limited evidence exists for acute hospital, chronic illness, aged care
and community settings.
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National Healthcare Group, Singapore
Co-authors: Ong Yu Han, National Healthcare Group, Singapore and
Tina Martimianakis, University of Toronto, Canada
Understanding decision-making in multidisciplinary team meetings through
interpretative repertoires and discursive devices

Health professionals of a geriatric ward in a general hospital participate in
multidisciplinary team (MDT) meetings to decide on care plans for their patients who
suffering from chronic illnesses and co-morbidities and in need of coordinated
assessments and care. MDTs perform collaboration through language. We home in on
the linguistic resources routinely used by MDTs in collaborative discussion.
We observed, recorded, transcribed 108 case discussions and analysed them for
interpretative repertoires and discursive devices. Team members deployed three
interpretative repertoires: empiricist, lifeworld and perspective-taking, all of which were
shaped by formulations and questions in the course of MDT discussions. We maintain
that while the professional representations are analytical, they would also be
empathetic if participants included and connected one another’s perspectives as well as
their patients’. Health professionals can improve their contributions at MDTs, and
consequently patient-care, by identifying habitually deployed linguistic resources, and
augmenting these with Other-oriented perspectives in their repertoires.
Our discourse analysis highlights the value of expanding a health professional’s
discursive range to include the perspectives of one another and their patients’ to bring
about better patient care. Clinicians move from a circumscribed clinical perspective of
patients and teamwork to recognizing patients and team members as they are.
Our study also shows that discursive devices such as formulations and questions
constrain or facilitate verbal interaction, limiting or enhancing interprofessional
collaboration as a result. Attending to how discursive devices operate in team
discussions raises interlocutors’ awareness of how language can be used to foster
equitable participation.
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Karen Phillips
The Oxford Comma, Australia
Communicating care-fully

In industries as diverse as banking and broadcasting, people are being lambasted for
mistakes due to communication errors. Royal commissions are finding that people
simply don’t understand the instructions they are given, the documents they are asked
to sign, the ‘explanations’ they are presented with.
The health industry is no different. The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in
Health Care has among its online documents that aim to minimise the chance of
medication error. Among them is one in which it lists abbreviations that are supposed
to be ‘commonly used and understood’ yet many are not common and certainly not
widely understood. And that’s where the problem lies: people in health assume they are
using language that others will understand.
Clear communication should be part of development of language in hospitals, clinics and
care facilities, when supporting consumers and family members during birth, illness and
end-of-life situations. It should be part of communications policy, research and
education, so that the developments that emerge from our universities can be described
and promoted in mainstream and social media.
Training young health and medical personnel to communicate clearly and ‘care-fully’ –
and the importance of this clear communication in supporting consumers’
understanding and, in turn, their mental, physical and emotional health – will save time,
prevent ambiguity, and ultimately save lives.
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Aimee Kendall Roundtree
Texas State University, USA
Uncertainty in provider decision making: A qualitative survey study

Current models of medical decision making posit a rational decision-making process
from gathering facts to weighing options and settling on options. However, arational
aspects such as social and personal domains play an important a role in decisions
making. This study identifies domains that matter most when healthcare providers make
medical decisions in uncertainty. I hypothesized that participants would rely most on
decision aids based on systematic reviews and other products of evidence-based
medicine to sort out other factors impacting their decision. Qualitative data was
gathered by questionnaire. 95 health care providers responded. Participants were
recruited by SurveyMonkey Audience, SocialSci.org and solicitations to administrators
of health-related listservs and medical professional organizations. Inductive qualitative
methods uncovered key themes and develop a conceptual model of decision making in
uncertainty. Evidence and decision aids played some part in helping providers make
decisions. However, several personal and subjective factors equally impacted decisionmaking in uncertainty, such as their “gut” and their colleague’s experience and input,
clinical experience and case studies. Several admitted not using decision aids. Decision
aids must not only account for the facts regarding the treatments, but also the realities
of the lived experience of treatment, diagnosis, and health care. Design strategies for
creating decision aids must not only adopt best practices of plain language, chunking,
organizing and displaying copious amounts of information. They must also include
rhetorical interventions, such as argumentation, topoi, and dramatism that work to
persuade providers to participate in evidence-based decision-making at their particular
level of engagement.
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Aimee Kendall Roundtree
Texas State University, USA
#TweetLikeANeurotypical: Linguistic Reclamation of Spectrum Disorders on Twitter

This study analyzes how the autism community online uses Twitter to redefine and
reclaim the clinical terms that define their lives and perceptions of their behavior and
health. It investigates how autism communities use hashtags such as
#tweetikeaneurotypical,
#high-functioningmeans,
#lowfunctioningmeans,
#stimmingmeans and #routinesmean to redefine their lives and experiences in contrast
to DSM characterization. Similar to linguistic reclamations in the Black and LGBT
communities, the group recasts the terms with their own valuations. Using mixed
methods--qualitative analysis of 3 months of tweets identifies emerging themes and text
mining of two years of tweets--the study reveals that advocates use the public sphere
to share, recast and reprioritize their private sphere by sharing the social, personal, and
lived ramifications of terms labelling neurological diseases. One main similarity conjoins
this reclamation movement with others. The terms challenge the position or perspective
of the subject placement. Internal valuations of the reclaimed term require that external
audiences recast the reclaimed terms themselves. The study discusses how reclamation
may impact accommodations, modifications and other social services that depend on
DSM terms to set standards of qualification. While the definitions from experiences of
the autism community have begun to inspire reflection on philosophical and practical
approaches to autism care, they have also stirred anxieties about implications for social
services and for autism research.
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Japan
Japanese students’ beliefs about smoking and meta-cognitive strategy uses:
The case of a public university in western Japan

An antismoking campaign has begun in Japan, and the media and the government have
subsequently been investigating people’ attitudes towards smoking. This study looks at
the relationship between typical Japanese university students’ beliefs about smoking
and their metacognitive strategy uses. Approximately 400 university students aged 1921 participated in this study. The university that the target students attended is located
in a mid-sized city in western Japan, and it consists of three colleges: Health and Welfare,
Information Technology, and Design. The data collection method adopted a quantitative
design. The questionnaire included questions on the students’ demographic data and
metacognitive strategy use. Here, metacognitive strategy is defined as self-control, selfevaluation, and planning. The questionnaire items regarding the metacognitive use
were created based on previous studies (Chamot & O’Malley, 1990; Oxford, 1990). The
results showed that most participants were non-smokers, even though some of the
participants had smoking parents. Although most of them knew the term ‘second-hand
smoke’, they did not know exactly what ‘Japan's antismoking ordinance’ meant. A
principal component analysis found six factors and they were labelled as follows:
effectiveness of strategy use, knowledge about oneself, human mentality, problemsolving ability, task quality, and strategy use for attaining objectives as a group. The most
influential factor was effectiveness of strategy use. Non-smokers were found to have
high effective strategy use. It was suggested that an antismoking campaign might target
early teens because smokers in the university started smoking in their early teens.
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Co-authors: Huan-Fang Lee and Shuen-Lin Jeng, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan, Sheng-Che Lin, Tainan City Government, Taiwan, Li-Wei Hsieh, Tainan Hospital
of Health and Welfare, Taiwan, Jen-Pin Chuang, Tainan Hospital, Ministry of Health and
Welfare, Taiwan and Elizabeth A. Jacobs, University of Wisconsin, USA
Perceptions of the Need for Minority Languages by Nurses in Southern Taiwan

Background: While language barriers between healthcare providers and minoritylanguage-speaking patients often lead to miscommunication and jeopardize patient
safety, language audits of the former have received little attention.
Goal: Based on the context in Southern Taiwan, where the elderly population mainly
speaks the local dialect Taiwanese, this study examines nurses’ perceptions of their
proficiency in and need for medical TW (‘MED-TW’), and attitudes toward it.
Method: A questionnaire survey was conducted among 859 nurses from three levels of
healthcare units: primary care stations (H1), a regional hospital (H2), and a medical
center (H3).
Results: Nurses from the rural-based H1 displayed significantly stronger needs for TW
than those from urban-based H2 and H3. Specifically, H1 nurses reported encounters
with the largest proportion of TW-speaking clients (p<0.001) and highest frequency of
using TW with clients (p<0.001). However, H1’s self-evaluation of their TW proficiency
revealed a lower score than those by H2 and H3, especially with regard to medical TW
proficiency (p<0.05). Finally, while nurses with a high command of TW felt it helped their
work, those with a low level did not feel this impacted their performance.
Conclusion: Nurses working in locations where the use of the minority language is
prevalent would benefit more from learning this language.
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Co-author: Zamokuhle Thwala, Health Communication Research Unit, University of the
Witwatersrand, South Africa
Exploring the lived experiences of young people (15-35 years), living with type 1
diabetes, attending an urban diabetes clinic in South Africa
BACKGROUND: Diabetes is one of the world’s fastest-growing health problems, with a
significant disease burden in South Africa. This study was conducted as part of a 3-year
project on communication in diabetes care in an urban South African context.
AIM: To explore the lived experiences of young people, aged 18-35 years, living with
type 1 diabetes, attending an academic hospital in a township of Johannesburg.
METHODOLOGY: A phenomenological approach was used. We conducted a focus group
discussion with eight young men, and 3 in-depth interviews with young women. Data
was analyzed using thematic analysis.
FINDINGS: There are challenges linked to being young and managing diabetes. These
include perceived stigma and limited understanding of the illness by people close to the
participants and in the community. Participants reported a positive relationship
between themselves and diabetes clinic staff as well as peer supporters. This aids
patients with coping with the day to day challenges they grapple with as they live with
the illness. There are some gender issues involved in living with diabetes, whereby young
men may face challenges in their sexual lives, and young women may experience
pregnancy related challenges.
CONCLUSION: This study highlights the importance of a support system in a patient’s
journey with diabetes. Increased understanding of barriers to care is important for
effective management. Therefore, it is recommended that clinics have a dedicated time
or place that is meant for young people. It is also recommended that diabetes awareness
is promoted to the general population.
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University of Melbourne, Australia
Medical student telephone consult conversations:
A discourse perspective of structure and participant goals

Telephone referrals to senior doctors form part of junior doctor daily clinical
communication, yet final year medical students receive little experiential preparation
for this activity. Training with structured communication protocols that have a patient
safety function such as ISBAR might improve transfer of information; however, they may
not reflect typical communication patterns valued by clinicians in order to do their
clinical work efficiently as well as safely. The aim of this study was to examine how
telephone consultations were co-constructed to achieve participant goals.
We recorded telephone consultations made during immersive simulation scenarios by
final year medical students to a senior doctor prior and post clinical immersion in their
trainee intern term. 31 students participated in both the pre and post immersion calls.
The calls were analysed using discourse analysis attentive to how participant goals and
the context influenced the unfolding of the interaction.
In the pre-clinical immersion calls, the initial phases of the call tended to involve the
transfer of information to the receiver in largely monologic chunks whereas later stages
were more interactional and included clarification and negotiation. Post immersion,
there was more prioritisation of relevant clinical information, less redundancy in the
earlier phases of the calls, and some sharing of clinical reasoning. The standardised
communication tool, ISBAR, conceptualises communication uni-directionally rather than
dynamically and dialogically. Clinical communication education could be strengthened
by focusing on the joint participation of both junior and senior doctor to achieve clinical
and learning goals.
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THE COMET SOCIETY

Aims and Purposes
The COMET (Communication, Medicine and Ethics) Society was officially launched at
the 5th COMET conference at Lugano (Switzerland), 28th – 30th June 2007. The
Society is aimed at strengthening and sustaining a multidisciplinary network of
researchers, educators, healthcare professionals and research students. Its
objective is to facilitate the exchange of ideas and the promotion of the study of
communication-oriented research and development within the broad fields of
healthcare.
The continued success of the international and interdisciplinary COMET conference
series since 2003, together with the publication of the journal Communication &
Medicine since 2004, provide two important grounds for the establishment of such
a Society.
The COMET Society will increase visibility of this unique community of
interdisciplinary scholars and their ‘shared passions’ through a carefully tailored
free-access website that maximizes dialogue between research, education and
healthcare sectors and the wider public.
It is co-ordinated by Srikant Sarangi (Danish Institute of Humanities and Medicine
(DIHM), Aalborg University (Denmark). The Health Communication Research Centre
(HCRC), Cardiff University (UK) initially acted as the host institution for the Society.

Activities
▪ the organisation and promotion of COMET conferences.
▪ the organisation and promotion of workshops, masterclasses, summer schools,
special sessions on key themes (e.g., project planning; getting published;
curriculum development; public engagement; bibliographical resources etc.).
▪ encouragement for research students to participate in COMET conferences, and
related events, for example, through the provision of bursaries.
▪ the development of online linkage and information/ ideas exchange among
members, through its website.
▪ the establishment of collaborative projects with existing networks and
associations in the field.
▪ further development of the journal Communication & Medicine.
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Membership Categories
Several categories of membership are proposed:
▪ Individual (standard): for individual academics and researchers, healthcare
professionals, and practitioners.
▪ Individual (student): for registered research students who need to present
certification of their current status.
▪ Institutional: for recognised research centres and university/college departments;
departments of medicine and healthcare; and professional associations.
▪ Institutional: for publishers and other commercial organisations in the fields of
the Society.

Membership Benefits
Benefits proposed relative to membership category will include:
▪ Provision of discounted subscription to the journal Communication & Medicine.
▪ Provision of discounted participation rates at the annual COMET conference and
other associated events.
▪ Advance notification of the Call for Papers and other information about the annual
international COMET conference and related regional/national events.
▪ Enabling of access to the COMET society listserv.
▪ Provision of regular email messages about special events and opportunities, as
well as updates and additions to the Society website.
▪ Circulating of current listings of relevant employment/research opportunities.
▪ Opportunities for the promotion of relevant publications/programs at Societyrelated events and conferences.

Membership fee
This will be variable to reflect the different membership categories and associated
benefits.
▪ On the Communication & Medicine journal website click the tab 'membership':
https://journals.equinoxpub.com/index.php/CAM/membership
▪ Follow the link to 'subscription prices':
https://journals.equinoxpub.com/index.php/CAM/about/subscriptions/#prices

Srikant Sarangi
Aalborg University
Denmark
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18th International and Interdisciplinary Conference

Communication, Medicine and Ethics

1–3 July 2020
Hosted by the Danish Institute of Humanities and Medicine
(DIHM) and
Department of Communication & Psychology

Aalborg University, Denmark
The conference aims to bring together scholars from different disciplinary backgrounds,
involving various healthcare specialities and the human and social sciences. A special emphasis
will be on the dissemination of ongoing research in language/discourse/communication
studies in relation to healthcare education, patient participation and professional ethics.

Local Organising Committee: Srikant Sarangi, Charlotte Hyldgaard, Morten Kattenhøj
Contact: comet2020@hum.aau.dk

www.comet2020.aau.dk
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